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A STUDY OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SYNTACTIC DEVELOPMENT
AND CONCRETE OPERATIONS IN DEAF CHILDREN
Tremaine in 1975 found that bilingual hearing children made
gains in native and second 1anguage comprehension when they reached
the concrete operational level.

Building upon this finding, the

present study examined the linguistic and cognitive skills of 59
severe-to-profound and profoundly deaf children between the ages
of seven and 12.

Through manually coded English, students were

administered four Pi ageti an operation a1 tasks in the areas of
conservation, classification, seriation, and numeration and a test
of syntactic comprehension.

Students and teachers were also given

a sociolinguistic questionnaire to determine the hearing status of
the child 1 s parents, the age the child learned signs, and the sign
consistency at home.

Teachers and students showed a high degree of

agreement in their responses to this questionnaire.
Results indicated that operational deaf children performed
significantly better than non-operational deaf children on the test
of syntactic comprehension, although both groups of children had
poorer English skills and a lower rate of operational thinking
than did the younger hearing students in Tremaine•s sample.

A

relationship was found among operational thinking, age, and IQ
of the subjects as well as between age and syntactic skills, but
no relationship was indicated between syntactic skills and IQ.

Students whose parents consistently signed to them showed greater
English syntactic comprehension than did students whose parents
signed less consistently.

Children with more consistent sign

exposure at home also tended to have more advanced operational
skills, though not to a statistically significant degree.

In

both operational level and English syntactic skills, a slight
advantage was found for those children using American Sign Language
at home rather than manually coded English.

This finding may be

explained by the greater degree of sign consistency likely to be
experienced by those children whose deaf parents use American Sign
Language.

Finally, a multiple regression analysis indicated that

over half of the total variability on the test of syntactic comprehension could be predicted from success or failure on two of the
operational tasks (numeration and seriation) and the child's overall
signing ability, with age and IQ much poorer predictors of English
skills.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Deaf education is not a field known for its lack of passion
and controversy.

For over a hundred years, a raging battle related

to the oral versus manual methods of communication has taken place.
The major focus of this controversy has centered on the issue of
whether deaf children should be forced to depend solely on lipreading and speech or whether they should be allowed to sign and,
as a consequence, never to integrate completely into a hearing
society.

However, this controversy has subsided substantially

in the last several years (Jordan et al., 1976) for a variety
of reasons.

About the time that Chomsky was questioning the value

of diagramming sentences, conjugating verbs, and declining nouns,
Piaget•s findings that the child does not think like a miniature
adult were becoming more widely circulated and accepted.

A new

field, psycholinguistics, was born, and deaf educators, who have
more at stake than most in acquiring knowledge of how language is
learned, began to pay attention.

Teachers of the deaf threw away

their Fitzgerald Keys (the deaf education counterpart to sentence
diagramming) and, instead, attended to the findings of Lenneberg
(1967), who emphasized a critical age range (21 to 36 months) for
learning language.

They found hope in the writings of Furth (1966),
1
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who claimed that deaf children think essentially like hearing
children and would benefit from intensive exposure to language
and who, like Lenneberg, recommended the use of -signs.
Although sign language usage in educational settings has
become widely accepted, the oral-manual controversy has been replaced with the issue of which type of sign system to use.

Deaf

people point to studies showing the superiority of those who use
American Sign Language (Stuckless and Birch, 1966; Meadow, 1966;
Vernon and Koh, 1970), while hearing parents and educators, many
of whom are recently converted oralists, emphasize the importance
of rendering signs in exact English word order.

One well-known

investigator (Quigley, 1979) noted that deafness encourages evangelism for one's cause rather than hard-nosed research, but the
reasons for this are not difficult to understand.

Unlike some

other fields of academic interest, deafness is a human field
dealing with human emotions.

The grief of hearing parents hoping

to produce a chi 1d in the:rr 1i keness is counterba 1anced by the
dynamics of a minority group proud of, yet sometimes insecure
about, their differences from the

~ajority.

However, one thing

is certain; after more than 150 years of formal deaf education in
this country, after a plethora of educational practices have come
and gone, after millions of dollars have been spent and thousands
of people have devoted their lives to teaching efforts, the average
deaf adult still cannot fully comprehend the front page of today•s
newspaper.

Whether the primary reasons for this marginal level

of reading performance are poor educational practices, as some

3

imply (Lenneberg, 1967; Ottem, 1980), or can be better explained
by the organismic deficit of deafness (Myklebust, 1960; Russell
et al., 1976) is debateable.

What is not debateable is that the

problem exists.
The present study attempted to systematically delineate
the relationship between thinking and language in the deaf child.
That is, while many studies proposing to use the deaf as a test
case for proving the existence of thought without language have
been rightly criticized (Blank, 1965; Moores, 1978), it is nonetheless instructive to determine as precisely as possible what
relationships exist between thinking and language in the deaf
child.

Essentially, the present research project was built upon

a study by Tremaine (1975), who found that a relationship exists
between the attainment of concrete operations and syntactic comprehension in a group of bilingual, hearing, primary age children.
Although studies have investigated the syntactic abilities of the
deaf child (Russell et al., 1976), the relationship of the deaf
child•s sign and spoken language exposure to performance on
Piagetian tasks (Best, 1970), the relative superiority of manually
coded English over American Sign Language and the oral method for
promoting English skills (Brasel and Quigley, 1975), and therelationship between conservation ability and metaphor comprehension
in deaf children (Rittenhouse et al., 1981), no systematic investigation has been reported in the literature which explores the
relationship between the attainment of concrete operations and
syntactic ability in deaf children and attempts to relate these

4

findings to age, IQ, and, most important for education, sign
language background.

The present study was such an attempt.

The subjects, 59 deaf students in grades two through nine,
were evaluated in terms of cognitive and syntactic skills.
following questions were addressed:

1)

The

Do deaf children reach

the concrete operational stage at the same time as hearing children? 2)

Does a relationship exist between operational level

and syntactic comprehension in deaf children?

3)

Does a back-

ground in Ameri.can Sign Language or manually coded English or the
lack of a consistent language background affect the attainment of
concrete operations? 4)

Do these varying backgrounds affect

English syntactic comprehension? 5)

Is there a relationship

between IQ and operational level or iQ and syntactic development? 6)

Is there a relationship between age and syntax or

age and cognitive level?

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
This chapter outlines the major theories and empirical
studies which serve as a framework for the present study.

In

addition to examining the linguistic theory of Noam Chomsky and
the cognitive theory of

Jea~

Piaget, studies which attempt to

delineate the relationship between thought and language are explored.

After investigating the characteristics of deafness,

the inappropriateness of utilizing the deaf to solve the thoughtlanguage issue is discussed.

Characteristics of various manual

communication systems are then presented, followed by a review
of the problems of English syntax common to many deaf people.
Research analyzing the relationship between syntactic development
and thinking skills in hearing children is discussed, as well
as a study investigating the relationship between thinking and
metaphor comprehension in deaf children.
Theoretical Framework
A revolution of sorts took place in the late fifties and
early sixttes.

Unlike other revolutions, which often bring blood-

shed and terror, this revolution was relatively placid.

It was

a revolution of concepts, a revolution in the world of linguistics.
For it was at this time that Noam Chomsky and his theory of transformational grammar appeared on the intellectual scene.
5

Rejecting
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the imitation-reinforcement view of language learning offered
by behaviorists, Chomsky (1959, 1971} argued that the empiricist
approaches to language analysis must fail because they only look
at the surface features of the language, whereas most regularities
appear only in the grammatical deep structure.

The deep structure

is represented in the mind and is rarely indicated in the physical
signal.

It is highly abstract, as are the rules which determine

it and its relationship to surface structure.

Any language, then,

contains a set of semantic-phonetic percepts which differ from
other languages.

But, according to Chomsky, the general properties

of percepts, their forms and mechanisms, are remarkably similar
across languages.
These percepts reach the surface level by a sequence of
operations called grammatical transformations.

Chomsky (1968)

invoked the image of children as theory constructors to explain how
language is learned.
with minimal data.

Children discover the theory of their language
Normal speech consists of fragments, false

starts, blends, and other distortions of the underlying idealized
forms, yet as seen from the study of the mature use of language,
children learn the underlying idealized theory without explicit
instruction and at a time when they are incapable of complex intellectual achievements in other areas.

Furthermore, this achieve-

ment is relatively independent of intelligence or highly specific
experiences.
How does such competence occur?

It is inconceivable, said

Chomsky, that an abstract, tightly organized language system comes
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by accident into the mind of every four year-old child.

If there

were no innate restrictions on the form of grammar, children could
employ any theory to account for their linguistic experiences, and
no one system would be exclusively acceptable or preferable.

A

restriction on the form of grammar is a precondition for linguistic
experience, and this is the critical factor in determining the
course and result of language learning.

While children cannot know

at birth which 1anguage they are to 1earn, they do

11

know 11 that its

grammar must be of a predetermined form that excludes many imaginable
languages.
answer.

How does the child 11 know 11 this?

Chomsky offered no

It is a mystery, he said, which may be attributed to evolu-

tion, though explaining it in these terms amounts to nothing more
than the belief that surely there is some naturalistic explanation
for the process.
Chomsky•s views have been supported by many other researchers.
Lenneberg (1970) approached the issue from a biological point of
view by noting the relationship between language development and
physical growth.

He postulated that language begins when the brain

has reached 65% of its full maturation and that the capacity for
learning a language is greatest during childhood.

Lenneberg (1967,

p. 126) pointed out the regularity in sequence of certain language
milestones and their correlation with age and other developmental
factors, and he suggested that the acquisition of a first language
after puberty should be virtually impossible.

Bellugi (1970)

noted that all children are systematic, regular, and productive
in their use of language from the time they begin to make two-

8

word utterances.

They analyze regularities in the language, segment

novel utterances into component parts, invent new combinations,
and develop rules of maximum generality, applying them too broadly
initially and only later learning their proper restrictions.

By

the age of three, most children have mastered baste sentence patterns,
including many inflections.

Between two and three comes the de-

velopment of prepositions, demonstratives, auxiliaries, articles,
conjunctions, possessive and plural pronouns, the past tense suffix,
the plural suffix, and the possessive suffix.

The average number

of spoken words in one study was listed as 272 at age two, 896
at age three, and 2,562 at age six (Gustason et al., 1972, p. 2).
Chomsky•s view that linguistic knowledge is an innate property
of the human species contrasts with that of Jean Piaget, who regarded
language ski 11 s as a reflection of a more genera 1 underlying cognitive competence that manifests itself in various activities, including language behavior.

Chomsky saw the mind as a set of pre-

programmed units equipped from birth to realize its fu·ll complement
of rules and needing very modest triggering from the environment.
Language is divorced from other forms of thinking, with each
intellectual faculty a separate domain of mentation possibly located in a separate region of the brain, exhibiting many of its
own processes, and maturing at its own rate (Piattelli-Palmarini,
1980).

According to Chomsky (1968), the acquisition of language

is relatively independent of intelligence or the particular course
of experience.

For Piaget, on the other hand, the child is an

active, constructive agent that slowly inches forward in a perpetual

9

bootstrap operation.

Thought is a broad set of capacities, with

identical mental operations underlying a range of abilities.
"Linguistic progress is not responsible for logical or operational progress," he wrote (1972, p. 14).
other way around.

''It is rather the

The logical or operational level is likely

to be responsible for a more sophisticated language level."
Operation is a central concept in Piaget's theory.
edge is not a copy of reality.

Knowl-

To know an object involves not

merely looking at it and making a mental image of it; instead,
to know is to act upon,. to transform, to understand the process
of transformation, and consequently, to understand how the object is constructed.

An operation is the essence of

knowledg~

-- an interiorized action which modifies the object of knowledge.
Examples of operations include joining objects in a class to form
a classification, putting things in a series, and counting and
measuring.

An operation never stands in isolation; it is always

linked to other operations and, as a result, is always part of
a total structure.

In addition, it is reversible, taking place

in both directions, as in adding or subtracting, joining or
separating (Piaget, 1964).
Operations develop through time based on maturation, experience, social transmission, and equilibration.

Piaget emphasized

equilibration as the fundamental factor which leads to changes in
operational thinking.

In the act of knowing, the child, faced with

an "external disturbance", in order to compensate will react
through the process of assimilation (the incorporation of external

10

stimuli into the organism's already existing cognitive structure)
or through accomodation (the revision of the organism's already
existing structure to match the external object)- (Piaget, 1967,
p. 8).

These processes lead to psychological equilibrium and to

the development of higher-order thinking processes.
Piaget•s theory is a stage theory, which holds that all
children pass through a series of qualitatively different levels
of organization.

Piaget (1973) listed several characteristics of

stages: The ordering of the levels is constant, the structures
constructed at a given age become an integral part of the structures
of the following age, a stage includes both a level of preparation
and a level of completion, and the forms of a stage's final equilibrium constitute a 11 Structure of the whole 11 , in which several
distinct operations are integrated.
another is not dramatic.

The movement from one stage to

Transitions are gradual and, in fact,

a person may function at more than one developmental stage at any
particular time.

Emmerich (1968, p. 674) pointed out that, during

a transition period, the previous behavior may be completely displaced, the previous behavior may still occur with some regularity,
or the previous behavior may occur only infrequently.

By the time

a given stage has almost completely displaced a previous stage as
a person's dominant level of functioning, another stage may be
beginning to displace this now dominant stage.

This 11 stage mix-

ture .. (Turiel, 1969) leads to an extremely complex developmental
picture but, according to theorists like Piaget, a picture which
accurately reflects reality.

11

In spite of the lack of clear-cut boundaries between stages,
Piaget claimed that distinct levels of cognitive organization do,
indeed, exist.

The first he called the sensorimotor period, which

characterizes children from about birth to two years old.

A major

accomplishment here is the attainment of the idea (or schema) of
object permanency.

This representational ability serves as the

foundation for the next stage, the preoperational, which lasts from
about two through six years.

Here, children employ language, sym-

bolic play, and delayed imitation, though their thought is still
dominated by rigid, unidirectional schematic structures.

It is

only when children reach the concrete operational stage at about
age six that logical operations appear.
nated by perceptions.

Thought is no longer domi-

Children can attend to transformations and

solve problems involving conservation, in which one aspect of an
array has remained unchanged though other aspects have changed.
Unlike preoperational children, those in the concrete operational stage are beginning to extend their thought from the actual
to the potential (Inhelder and Piaget, 1958, p. 248).

Never-

theless, several limitations of this period should be noted.
Concrete operations are concrete, with their structuring and organizing activity oriented toward concrete things and events in
the immediate present.

Ordering to the not-present is something

children will do when necessary, but this extrapolation is a
special-case activity.

Because concrete operational children

are still bound to the present, they must consider the various
physical properties of objects and events (mass, weight, length,

12
area, time) one by one.

This cognitive equipment is, at this point,

insufficiently detached from the subject matter to permit contentfree structuring.

For example, after achieving an understanding of

conservation of mass (there is as much clay in A as in B, despite
differences in shape), the child may still be incapable of achieving
cpnservation of weight and volume, even with the same clay objects.
If the child's cognitive system were more independent of the specific
reality it organizes, such horizontal decalages would not occur.

In

addition to the concept of conservation, children during this period
also attain the concepts of classification and seriation.

Classifica-

tion is the process that results in the logical combination of similar
items into homogeneous groups, while seriation is the ability to combine items in logical order based on the differences between them
(Meadow, 1980, p. 58).

These various concrete operational systems

exist as essentially separate patterns of organization; they do not
form a simple, integrated system by which the child can easily pass
from one substructure to another in the course of a single problem
(Flavell, 1963, pp. 203-204).
The last stage is the formal operational, which appears
at about age twelve in many children.

At this point, the child

begins to think counterfactually and hypothetically and constructs
operations of propositional logic rather than simply the operations
of classes relations, and numbers (Piaget, 1964).
The Relationship between Thought and Language
One of the most widely discussed issues in developmental
psychology has been the relationship between thought and language.
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Hutten1ocher (1976) noted that the tenn language is used in two
11

11

ways -- to denote the linguistic code and to denote the role of
symbolization in thought.

Whereas the linguistic code includes

sound patterns of its lexical elements and rules for combining
those elements into grammatical sequences, the preservation of
information about events occurs through the symbolic process.
Huttenlocher and others (for example, Olson, 1977) concern themselves primarily with the

linguisti~

code, while Piaget, Bruner,

and Vygotsky deal with the symbolic aspects of language.
Piaget (1967, p. 91) posited the existence of a symbolic
function which encompasses both language and other symbol systems,
such as mental imagery, symbolic play, and drawing.

Becaus-e language

is only one form of symbolic function, Piaget concluded that thought
precedes language and that, once acquired, language is not sufficient
to assure the transmission and development of operatory structures
(1973, p. 118). This does not mean, however, that language plays
no role in the development of mental operations.

The presence of

nouns in the language, for example, may stimulate children to think
in terms of discrete classes, and the ability to verbalize a thought
structure may help to consolidate and generalize it (Ginsburg and
Opper, 1969, p. 211).

Once children have acquired language, their

thought may range beyond present activity, and they may simultaneously handle many elements in an organized fashion.
language takes on an increasingly important role.

As they mature,
At the level of

formal (hypothetico-deductive) reasoning, operations are no longer
related to the objects themselves, as at the concrete operational
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level, but to verbally expressed statements and hypotheses.

While

Piaget (1967, p. 119; 1973, p.94) admitted the necessary role of
language for the formation of formal operations, he questioned
whether language is sufficient in itself to bring about this development.

He felt, on the contrary, that its role is limited to

allowing the fulfillment of structures which originate at the level
of symbolic function.
These views contrast with those of many other theorists.
11

Sentences have a compelling power to control both thought and

action, said Miller and Chomsky (1963), and this viewpoint was
11

echoed by Bruner and Vygotsky.

In a seminal paper written in

1964, Bruner set forth the view that language mediates between
external events and the child s own responses.
1

Hierarchical clas-

sification, grouping that goes beyond perceptual inclusion, is
evident in the structure of language.

As children master this

classification system, they also shift from dependence on the associative principles that operate in classical perceptual organization to increasingly abstract rules of grouping.

According to

Bruner, language shapes, augments, and supercedes the child•s
earlier modes of processing information.

The translation of ex-

perience into symbolic form (which leads to the achievement of
remote reference, transformations, and combinations) opens up
intellectual possibilities far beyond that of the most powerful
image forming system.

Once language becomes a medium for trans-

lating experience, there is a progressive release from immediacy.
Language permits productive, combinatorial operations in the
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absence of what is represented, and children learn to delay gratification by representing to themselves what lies beyond the present.
How does this process of internalization occur? Bruner (1964, p.
14) offered no definitive answer, but he speculated that interaction
with others, "the need to develop corresponding categories and
transformations for communal action," is the key.
No less influential than Bruner's ideas have been the writings
of Vygotsky (1962), who emphasized that thought and speech have different roots.

Just as a preintellectual stage may be found in the

speech development of children, a prelinguistic stage may be seen
in their thought development.

Children move through stages.

At

first, they put ideas together in unorganized heaps, with words
denoting only a vague syncretic conglomeration of individual objects that have coalesced into an image.

At a later point, which

Vygotsky termed "thinking in complexes", individual objects are
united in the child's mind not only by subjective impressions but
also by bonds existing between these objects, even if these bonds
lack logical unity.

Finally, the child thinks in concepts, a skill

which requires synthesis cmmbined with analysis.

This operation

is guided by the use of words as a means of actively centering
attention, abstracting certain traits, synthesizing those traits,
and symbolizing them by a sign.

Although this process begins in

earliest childhood, true concept formation, in which thought is
not merely expressed in words but comes into existence through
them, develops only at puberty.
Supporting the view that language brings thought into exis-
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tence are Wertsch and Blank, both of whom deal with the relationship between asking questions and the development of thought.
Wertsch ( 11 Thinking in Questions 11 , 1980) proposed that the child
who is guided by questions and answers learns how to think.
Children who are led through a task by a series of commands merely
respond to directions.

They do not learn from the social inter-

action and do not generalize from what was commanded in similar
situations.

When children are asked questions, however, they

ask themselves similar questions on related tasks and begin to
reason.

Blank(l975) studied one child's acquisition of the ab-

stract word 11 Why 11 and also concluded that the development of conceptual skills results not from encounters with the physical world
but from encounters with certain forms of complex dialogue.

Blank

noted that the chi 1d first used 11 Why 11 only in response to an adult
statement and never as a means of describing or questioning perceived events.

Thus, from the beginning, 11Why 11 was tied to the

linguistic and not to the physical world.

Over a period of months,

the chi 1d pursued the meaning of the word 11 Why 11 through hypothesis
testing, a process in which she matched the word she was attempting
to comprehend with a concept.

Arguments have been raised against

such a concept-fonnation view of early language development, because it assumes that the child can hold in memory both the instances of the word and all the relevant attributes of these instances until the invariance common to all has been extracted.
While this view assumes a capacity for problem-solving skills
that is seldom attributed to the infant, Blank, nevertheless,
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felt that this type of cognitive activity is uniquely demanded,
and therefore uniquely fostered, by aspects of language acquisition.
These cognitive skills may be potentially available for use in all
situations, but they are rarely mobilized except to meet the demands
of certain language tasks.
Thus, while Piaget's views fall within the thought-precedeslanguage camp, many other theorists, including Bruner, Vygotsky,
Wertsch, and Blank, emphasized the primacy of language.

By its

nature, however, either position is difficult to prove, and it is
for this reason that psychologists have looked to the deaf.
the deaf? Hans Furth {1975, p.70) provided an answer.

Why

"Many

profoundly deaf youngsters," he wrote, "have no knowledge of language; they do not know the language of society, e.g., English,
in any adequate sense, or the so-called 'sign language' of the
deaf community of which they are not yet a part; therefore, they
provide a unique opportunity to observe what, if any, influence
the absence of a language has on the development of intelligent
thinking."

It is to this special population that we now turn.
Characteristics of the Deaf

According to Dale {1976), the deaf form one of the most
segregated minorities in the population.

Although approximately

ninety percent of hearing impaired children in the United States
are born to hearing parents {Rawlings, 1973), most have little
contact with hearing people after leaving school.

About half of

all deaf individuals are genetically deaf due to a recessive gene.
While a hearing parent may carry such a gene, it occurs more fre-
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quently, of course, through deaf parents.

In some ways, genetically

deaf children are the most fortunate, since they are least likely
to have other medical problems.

Another source of deafness, ac-

counting for about ten percent of all cases, is maternal rubella.
Although not serious for the mother, it can have severe consequences
for the developing fetus, with deafness one of several possibilities.
Rubella is gradually decreasing, but a 1963-65 epidemic produced
large numbers of deaf children in the general population.

Less

frequently, deafness is acquired after birth from diseases like
meningitis and encephalitis, which attack the nervous system.
These diseases, like rubella, are often accompanied by other
problems as well.

Historically, acquired deafness has been very

common, though in recent years, the development of antibiotics and
other medical techniques has made it a rarer phenomenon.

At the

present time, the majority of deaf children are congenitally deaf.
This change has implications for the education of the deaf, as
there is clearly a difference between a child who has never heard
language and one who has {Dale, 1976).
Another consideration is the low incidence of deafness in
the general population.

Most sources indicate an average of one

profoundly deaf or severely hard of hearing child in a population
of one thousand children.

Considering that these children may

range from first through twelfth grades, one might expect to find,
in a public school program serving ten thousand children, seven
elementary age deaf children and three of secondary age.

If dis-

tributed proportionally, this would result in less than one deaf
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child for each of the twelve grades (Brill, 1975).
Their success in school programs, however, is often less than
desirable.

A 1959 survey (Wrightstone, Aronow, and Moskowitz) de-

signed to develop reading norms for the deaf considered a 4.9
grade level as a minimum reflection of functional literacy.

The

administration of the Metropolitan Achievement Test, Elementary
Level, Form B resulted in a score of 4.9 or better by one percent
of deaf children ages 10.5 to 11.5, seven percent of those 13.5
to 14.5, and 12 percent of those 15.5 to 16.5 (Furth, l966a).
The Office of Demographic Studies of Gallaudet College in 1969
and 1971 analyzed the Stanford Achievement Test scores of about
17,000 hearing impaired children.

While the average age of the

children was 12.5 and the median grade level was 6.5, the mean
achievement level on arithmetic computation subtests was grade
4.1 and, on paragraph-meaning subtests, grade 3.0.

The highest

scores on these two subtests, achieved by the 19 year-old group,
were 4.4 and 6.7 respectively (Gentile and DiFrancesca, 1969;
DiFrancesca and Carey, 1972; DiFrancesca, 1972; Trybus, Buchanan,
and DiFrancesca, 1973; Ries et al., 1973). This lack of progress
between the twelfth and nineteenth years was underscored by a
follow-up testing effort of the Office of Demographic Studies,
which found the mean increment in reading achievement to be
slightly less than .3 grade equivalents per year.

In addition,

this study .found that students with no handicaps in addition to
deafness showed more reading gains than those with multiple
handicaps, girls showed more gains than boys, increments in reading
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achievement were inversely related to hearing loss, and early school
entrance was related to accelerated reading gains (Trybus and Karchmer, 1977).
This dismal progress in reading and other academic areas is
probably not a reflection of lower intelligence.

Early studies of

deaf children, reported by Pintner and Paterson (1919), indicated a
general lowering of mental capacity in the deaf, rather than inferiority in specific traits.

Yet, for every study indicating

lower intelligence (Peterson, 1948; Shirley and Goodenough, 1932;
Graham and Shapiro, 1953; Springer, 1938; Zeckel and Kalb, 1939),
another study pointed to average intellectual potential (MacPherson
and Lane, 1932; Scyster, 1936; Myklebust, 1948; Ross, 1953; Goetzinger and Rousey, 1957).

Levine (1956) investigated deaf ado-

lescent girls and concluded that although quantitatively they were
equal to hearing subjects, they were deficient in patterns of thinking and reasoning, in conceptual maturation, and in levels of abstractive ability.

Vernon (1969) reviewed a large number of

studies and concluded that deaf and hard of hearing children have
essentially the same distribution of intelligence as the general
population, even though the mean score for deaf children was
slightly below that of hearing children.

All of these findings

must be accepted cautiously,. however, due to problems in testing
deaf children.

Reliable norms for deaf children are available

for the Nebraska Test of Learning Aptitude (Hiskey, 1941) and
the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children - Revised (Wechsler,
1974) but for few other tests.
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Many studies have noted the difficulties of administering
these kinds of tests to deaf children (Levine, 1960, 1969; Vernon
and Brown, 1964).

Anastasi (1976, p. 281) stated that because

of their general retardation in linguistic development, deaf children are often handicapped on verbal tests, even when the verbal
content is presented visually.

She pointed out that special adap-

tations of the Wechsler scales are sometimes made in testing the
deaf, such as typing oral questions on cards.

When such modifi-

cations are made, however, one cannot assume that reliability and
validity remain unchanged, a point reinforced by the studies of
Glowatsky (1953) and Myklebust (1960).

Brill (1974, p. 170)

contended that the only valid measures of the intelligence of
of deaf children are non-language or performance-type tests.
Yet, even with these tests, problems abound.

Knowledge of a lan-

guage or some kind of symbol system may play a part in the ability
to respond to supposedly non-verbal items.

An individual who can

subvocally code items on test of these types will score higher
than those who cannot (Brill, 1977).
Most studies have found, however, that deaf children of
deaf parents score consistently higher than deaf children of
hearing parents in achievement.

Stevenson (1964) compared 134

deaf students of deaf parents to 134 deaf students of hearing
parents and discovered higher educational achievemnt for those
with deaf parents in 90 percent of the comparisons.

While 38

percent of the students with deaf parents went to college, only
nine percent of the students with hearing parents did so.

Balow
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and Brill (1972) surveyed students at one school between 1956 and
1971 and concluded that mean grade level scores were 7.0 for students with hearing parents, compared to 8.4 for students of deaf
parents.

Stuckless and Birch (1966) discovered superior reading,

speechreading, and written language for the deaf students with
deaf parents, with no differences in speech or psychosocial development.

Meadow (1966) reported higher self-image and academic

achievement for students of deaf parents, and Quigley and Frisina
(1961) found higher vocabulary levels and better speech for these
students.

Vernon and Koh (1970) compared groups and found that

deaf students of deaf parents were superior in reading, vocabulary,
and written language.
The Relationship between Deafness and Thought
A large body of research has been done concerning deaf
children's achievement on conceptual tasks.

Much of it has been

reviewed by Furth (1964, 1971), who sunmarized the results of
84 studies with subjects ranging from preschool age to middle
adulthood.

Furth's two reviews listed 62 points of similar per-

formance between deaf and hearing subjects and 44 points of difference, mostly in the form of a slight but statistically significant inferiority.

These differences were

evenly,_sp.read_thro~ghout

various problem areas and were not limited to narrowly defined
specific tasks or age levels.

In a 1961 study, Furth looked at

the classification skills of 180 deaf and 180 hearing subjects of
elementary school age and found that the two groups were equal in
their ability to classify similar objects and objects that were
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the same, but that the deaf group had more problems in classifying
objects with opposite characteristics.

On conservation tasks, a

general retardation was found, although deaf children eventually
mastered the concept.

Furth ( 1966) studied conservation of weight

in deaf children with a mean age of 8.5 and discovered that the
performance of the deaf children was like that of hearing children
about two years younger.

Oleron and Herren (1961) examined con-

servation of weight and volume and found a six year lag for the
deaf students.

Templin (1967) also looked at conservation of

weight and detected, at one point, a two year lag among 12 and 14
year-old deaf subjects, while a second test administration revealed
a six year lag among 14 year-old deaf children.
Differences that exist between the two groups can be attributed to two main factors (Meadow, 1980, p. 57).

The first reflects

the communication difficulties that deaf children experience in
the testing situation, which affect the children•s understanding
of the directions and their responses.

Researchers like Furth

(1966) and Vernon (1967) felt that this difficulty in communication

was the critical problem, and they rejected the second hypothesis
-- that thinking skills are related to linguistic ability.

Furth

(1975) found that the differences between deaf and hearing children

in their knowledge of language was almost absolute.

While hearing

children were at home in a language that was constantly used for
all kinds of purposes, deaf children, he said, possessed a meager
knowledge of only a few words and simple sentence constructions.
Yet, Furth•s studies showed no cons.istent inferiority among deaf
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chi 1dren.

In a few areas (such as discovery and shift tasks),

developmental differences were observed, with deaf children showing
a slight lag in comparison with hearing children.
his studies, however,

The majority of

eemonstrated no differences at all.

On

rote learning, visual perception, immediate memory, logical classification, and logical symbol tasks, the deaf performed almost
as well as the hearing.

Even when deaf children did perform

poorer on some tasks, their scores fell fully within the range
of hearing children.

Furth believed that the pattern of relative

failure and success on the part of the deaf was inconsistent with
any psychological exlanation linking linguistic deficiency to the
thinking process.

Many studies showed that the same deaf children

have succeeded on one, but not on another, task, while a general
linguistic influence would have predicted failure on both tasks
(1966, p. 145).

Noting the wide range of areas tested (rule learning,

discrimination and classification tasks, combinatorial and probability
thinking, spatial thinking, logical symbols, memory recall, and
Piagetian conservation problems), Furth (1975) concluded, There
11

is just no evidence of any clear-cut deficit or any specific intelligent behavior that can be empirically and theoretically related to the clear-cut deficit in knowledge of a language ...
But why did the deaf perform worse on some tasks?

Furth

attributed it not to the linguistic environment but to the social
environment.

Thinking, he sais, develops through living contact

with the environment, regardless of the presence or absence of a
ready-made linguistic symbol system.

Deaf children are deficient
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in many ordinary experiences and occasions which motivate other
children to ask questions, reason, and organize mentally, and they
perform poorer on tasks requiring discovery and initiative than on
those dealing with comprehension or application of concepts.

There

seems to be an inability to look for reasons, not an inability to
reason.

Furth (1966, p. 152) called this deficit

11

an intellectual

laziness or rigidity 11 , which may at times resemble intellectual
incapacity.
To test his idea that the social rather than linguistic
environment was the key to poorer performance, Furth (1966, p,
155) compared the deaf sample to a group of culturally deprived

children, defined as those attending a school in a rural area with
limited cultural advantages and coming from homes where the father
was a farm laborer or unskilled worker.

On a conservation of

liquid amount task, the rural group fell midway between the deaf
and hearing control group.

While most hearing children had suc-

cessfully mastered this task by age 1,1 or 12, the rural group
average was 13 or 14, with many in the deaf group not mastering
the task until the age of 16 or 17.

In the symbolic logic task,

which required intellectual initiative, the rural sample did as
badly as the deaf.

Because both the rural sample and the control

group had achieved linguistic competence while the deaf group
had not, Furth attributed test score similarities between the deaf
and rural samples to a lack of environmental stimulation, which
had the effect of dulling curiosity.
Yet, the views of Furth have not gone unchallenged.

Moores
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(1978, p. 133) believed that some of Furth's statements were categorical assertions of facts rather than presentations of debateable
hypotheses.

For example, Furth claimed that deaf people do not

have the tool of language, a finding which he based on the dismal
reading achievement scores of most deaf individuals.

But, in

equating reading scores with linguistic competence, Furth was, in
effect, saying that deaf people are deficient in standard American
English.

Lack of such competence, however, must not be equated

with a lack of language for, as Furth (1974, p. 267) himself
pointed out, "Sign language is the natural language of the deaf."
Blank (1965) noted that many deaf children have been in special
language enrichment programs since two or three years of age, yet
Furth (1964) ignored this fact by failing in his studies to control
for the age at which the children entered school.

Blank also com-

plained that when deaf subjects did as well as hearing, Furth concluded that language was not required, but when they did worse,
he blamed it on lack of understanding the directions, possession
of pseudo-concepts by the hearing, larger numbers of subnormal
children in schools for the deaf, personal biases of the experimenter, motivational characteristics, or environmental restrictions in the deaf child's early life.

While Blank felt that some

of these criticisms might be valid, she found that Furth invoked
them whenever the deaf scored worse.
Lenneberg (1967, p. 326) believed that man's propensity
for language learning is so powerful that it occurs even in children
who are cut off from a normal linguistic environment.

Some deaf
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children may not come into contact with language until an age when
other children have fully mastered the skill and when the most formative period for language acquisition is on the decline.

Even

at this age, their contact with language samples is reduced in
amount compared to the amount to which a hearing child is exposed.
Yet, considering the obstacles to language proficiency, Lenneberg
(1970) felt that deaf children showed amazing competence.

Subtleties

of English syntax, many of which are not taught in school, are found
in compositions.

While some of the teacher's instructions are for-

gotten, many aspects of language are automatically absorbed by the
students.

Lenneberg used that fact as support for his biologically

based view of language acquisition.
The propensity to use language does, indeed, appear strong.
Furth (1975) himself pointed out that all deaf children spontaneously
use gestures and pantomime for purposes of communication and that
these gestures follow linguistic principles.

Goldin-Meadow and

Feldman (1975) studied four deaf children of hearing parents.
Since the children were profoundly deaf and the parents did not
know sign language, the children essentially received no language
input.

Each child, however, created his own sign language, with

signs to specify objects and actions and, in two cases, to specify
relations between objects and actions by combining gestures in
rule-governed ways.

And, as Benderly has stated, even deaf in-

dividuals who are not allowed to sign in school programs will,
when among themselves, develop their own argot.

She quoted a

deaf man as saying, "If you cut off our arms, we will sign with
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our shoulders

11

,

and she noted that initiation into sign language

when a student enters school has traditionally represented one of
the most important steps in the development of identity.

Benderly

wrote:
The established students quickly begin the new arrival's
induction into sign language. Mary•s adolescent son learned
his first standard signs in the entrance lobby of the Lexington
School (an oral school) in New York. The first student he
met when he set foot inside began teaching him. Behind the
backs and under the noses of school authorities, the children
handed on their precious but forbidden •tongue• (1980, p. 56).
Other studies have suggested that language differences
exist among deaf children which do affect their cognitive abilities.
Best (1970) compared the performance of three groups of deaf children
with varying exposure to signed and spoken language with the performance of hearing children on several classification tasks.
Performance correlated with language exposure, with hearing children
performing most effectively and deaf children with better language
skills performing better than the other deaf children.

Best also

found that the groups progressed through the same stages of cognitive development and used the same problem-solving strategies,
although the hearing children progressed more rapidly than the
deaf.

Silverman (1967) matched deaf and hearing children on the

basis of reading achievement scores and found that this procedure
eliminated differences in their ability to engage in complex
abstract thinking.

Schlesinger and Meadow (1976) discovered that

deaf children with better communication skills performed better
on those aspects of cognition measured by intelligence tests than
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deaf children whose communication skills were less well-developed,
in spite of the fact that efforts were made to reduce the verbal
skills necessary for understanding and responding to the tasks.
Meadow (1980, p. 62) warned, however, of the dangers of making
causal inferences from correlated results.

She felt that a reciprocal

relationship exists; the more intelligent the child, as measured by
IQ score, the better the child will be at learning to communicate,
and the more proficiency the child has in communication, the higher
the IQ score will appear.
Aside from the difficulties of characterizing the deaf as
a homogeneous, non-linguistic population, Bever (1975) found other
difficulties in Furth•s using deaf populations to resolve the
thinking-language controversy.

Bever belteved that developing or-

ganisms are self-compensating, so that the effects of a deficit in
one area may be obscured by a partial take-over by another system
which does not ordinarily organize the behavior in question.

Since

human intelligence involves both language and thought, it is likely
that a deficit in one area would be masked by compensation in the
other.

Bever offered an analogy.

application of both legs and tail.

Kangaroos generally hop by the
If one argues that the basis

for hopping is really the legs, one could remove the legs, find
that the kangaroo does a terrible job of hopping, and thus conclude
that legs are central to hopping.

One could perform the same ex-

periment on the tail, find similar results, and conclude that the
tail is central to hopping.

Finally, one could cut off a little

of the tail and reach a conclusion analogous to those of the previous
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two experiments.

If these experiments were considered immoral,

however, observations would be limited to hopping-impaired kangaroos.
These kangaroos would rely on whatever organs remain intact, which
would lead to aberrant hopping but hopping, nevertheless.

Whatever

the clinically observed results, Bever argued that we would know
little more than before about the organization of hopping in a
normal kangaroo.

If one found that legless kangaroos compensate

by hopping on their front paws, that would not prove that the legs
and tail are irrelevant to hopping in a kangaroo.

Similarly, it

is difficult to understand the implications of data from special
populations, and this is particularly difficult with respect to
language and cognition, insofar as they can be separated.
The difficulty in separating the two as well as in understanding their relative importance has been pointed out by Menyuk
(1975), who reviewed a study by DeZwart ()971).

DeZwart, in an

attempt to determine whether language is a condition either sufficient
or necessary for the achievement of cognitive accomplishments,
compared students who were conservers of liquid, non-conservers,
and transitional in their ability to understand quantitative and
dimensional terms and comparatives.

While all three groups of

children understood coordinated sentences containing the terms,
there were statistical differences in the conservers' and nonconservers' ability to produce them.

An attempt was made to teach

non-conservers to use the terms in a manner·similar to that of
conservers.

Of those who succeeded linguistically, few succeeded

in the conservation task.

This experiment indicated that mastery
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of a given linguistic structure is not a necessary or sufficient
condition for the mastery of a given linguistic structure.

Menyuk

concluded that, at both early and later stages of development, the
relationship between language and cognition remains undefined.

Just

as it is unproven that certain cognitive accomplishments are prerequisites to certain linguistic accomplishments, it is also unproven that language is a prerequisite to cognitive strategies in
every instance.

The nature of the specific task requirements,

according to Menyuk, renders language useful, non-useful; or
inerfering in carrying out these tasks.
The debate continues.

Whether, as Piaget and Furth asserted,

language plays only a minor role in the development of cognition
or whether, as Bruner and Vygotsky claimed, the role of language
is central, remains a theoretical issue with inconclusive data
on each side.

It does seem clear, however, that because of their

linguistic heterogeneity, the deaf do not make a good test case to
resolve the thinking-language controversy.

Just how heterogeneous

their linguistic environments are will be the focus of the next
section.
A Description of Manual Communication Systems of the Deaf
Numerous studies have shown that deaf chi 1dren go through
similar developmental stages of language acquisiton as hearing
children (Quigley et al., 1976; Bonvillian et al., 1976).

Babbling

begins at around six months in hearing children (Dale, 1976), and
deaf children begin to babble manually at about the same age.
11

11

The first spoken and first sign words appear at about 12 months,
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while two-word manual and spoken utterances emerge at 18 to 24
months (Caccamise et al., 1978).

These findings are compatible

with Kessler's (1971) reseanch with bilingual English-Italianspeaking children.

She found that similar structures in the two

languages developed in the same sequential pattern and at the same
rate, which suggests that they share the same deep structure.
Bellugi and Klima (1972) studied one deaf child of deaf parents.
They discovered that, at age three, her sign vocabulary covered the
full range of concepts expressed by hearing children of the same
age and that she was using sentences of approximately the same
length.

In addition, the child had discovered the general pos-

sibility for changing the direction of a sign and had extended
it to cases where an adult signer would not.

Bellugi and Klima

found this analogous to a hearing child's use of the words "bringed",
"holded", or "digged", and they concluded that the milestones of
language development are the same in sign language as for spoken
languages.
When the tenn "sign language'' is used, however, a distinction
must be made among its many varieties.

American Sign Language,

also known as ASL or Ameslan, is used by approximately 75 percent
of all deaf adults (Rainer et al., 1969) and is the third most
widely used non-English language in the United States (O'Rourke
et al., 1975).

ASL is a complexly structured language with a

highly articulated grarrmar.

While in spoken languages, words

follow one another in an arbitrarily determined sequence, ASL
permits the presentation of signs in a much looser order.

Two
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signs may be presented simultaneously without impairment of intelligibility, although the direction in which many signs move may
alter the meaning.

Only three handshapes exist for all pronouns,

and there are no articles or "be" verbs.

No forma 1 tenses exist;

instead, time indicator signs ("finish", "up till now", "later",
"not yet", "wilP, "past", "long time ago") indicate what tense a
verb sign is in.

Most signs are negated by simply shaking the head

while the sign is being made, and facial expressions and head jerks
indicate that a question is being asked.

In short sentences of

three or four signs, order of presentation is unimportant ("I
like movie", "movie I like", "like movie I", "like I movie",
"I movie like").

But as the sentence length increases, ideas

or information are presented in a sequence which reflects how
they occured in real life (Fant, 1974).
Klima and Bellugi (1979, p. 2) found it interesting that
such an independent language would develop.

Deaf people do not

form a geographic community, and educational efforts with deaf
people are usually directed toward instilling English in every
possible form.

Whereas spoken languages are kept alive by being

passed from one generation to another, few deaf children have
deaf parents; most deaf children learn ASL from their peers in
a residential school setting.

Nevertheless, analysis of the struc-

ture of ASL shows that, despite all these obstacles, a separate
language has developed.

Bellugi (1980) stated, in fact, that be-

cause of its use of inflections, ASL is less like English than
it is like Navajo, Greek, or Russian.
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In contrast to the features which make ASL a unique language,
manually coded English sign systems use English word order and
English inflectional endings.

Over the past 15 years, many such

systems have developed-- Seeing Essential English (Anthony, 1971),
Linguistics of Visual English (Wampler, 1971), Signing Exact English
(Gustason et al., 1972), and Signed English (Bornstein et al., 1973).
All of these systems can be described as manually coded English
(MCE), which can be loosely defined as any sign system other than
ASL (Cokely, 1978).

Inventors of these systems note that MCE is

a tool rather than a language (Gustason, 1974; Bornstein et al.,
1980), but they also note its advantages:

It is easy for a very

young child to perceive and use, it can reasonably parallel speech,
it follows English syntax, and it is much easier for hearing parents
to learn than ASL (Bornstein, 1974).
The popularity of MCE systems in educational settings can
be seen by examining some statistics.

A 1976 survey (Jordan et

al.·) revealed that roughly two-thirds of all classes for the hearingimpaired were using MCE systems, with the other third using the
oral-aural method.

Of the 343 programs employing MCE, 302 of

them had previously been oral classes.

An update of the survey

(Jordan et al., 1979) showed that the trend toward MCE in the
classroom has continued, though the rate of change from oral
programs has leveled off since the early 197o•s.
The widespread use of this system by educators, however,
does not mean that it is universally praised.

Gustason (1980)

pointed out that little information, other than anecdotal reports,
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has been available as to the effectiveness of various sign systems.
Schreiber (1974) complained that the new sign systems have brought
chaos, with people from different regions unable to understand each
other because they use a different MCE system than is used in another
region.

Stokoe (1974) claimed that MCE leads to deviations from

standard English usage.

He advocated first gaining competence in

ASll, "the natural language the deaf themselves use", and then
learning English as a second language.
The controversy over MCE systems versus ASL divides the
field of deafness much like the oral-manual controversy did a
generation ago, with most deaf people favoring ASL and most hearing
parents and teachers supporting MCE systems (Schreiber, 1974).
The use of one method or the other could have important educational
implications but, in spite of this fact, few studies have systematically investigated the merits of one system over the other
(Meadow, 1980).

Evidence is often offered for the superiority

of ASL over MCE by reference to those studies noting the academic
superiority and better emotional adjustment of deaf children of
deaf parents, most of whom use ASL (Stevenson, 1964; Balow and
Brill, 1972; Stuckless and Birch, 1966; Meadow, 1966; Quigley
and Frisina, 1961; Vernon and Koh, 1970).

However, as Knight

(1979) pointed out, the apparent advantage exhibited by these
deaf children may be due not so much to the use of ASL as to the
fact that that the child is exposed to a natural language in a
natural environment that supports normal parent-child communication
and its accompanying cognitive and linguistic development.
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Brasel and Quigley (1975) studied children of four groups
of parents.

The parents were categorized on the basis of the

guage they used with their deaf child:
practice, or no special method.

lan~

MCE, ASL, intensive oral

Each group contained 18 deaf

students, with a mean age for each group of 14.8 years.

The

results showed that the MCE and ASL groups were superior to the
other two groups on a test of English syntax and on four subtests
of the Stanford Achievement Test (Language, Paragraph Meaning,
Word Meaning, and Spelling).

Although the MCE group outscored the

ASL group in all areas of the syntax test, only one of those
ferences {relative clauses) was significant.

dif~

No differences were

found between the oral group and the group without special training
on any of the subtests of the test of syntax.

On the Stanford

Achievement Test, the MCE group was superior to the other three
groups on all four subtests, with the nearest competitor, the ASL
group, from one to four grade levels behind.

Brasel and Quigley

concluded that the greatest advantage appears to come when the
11

parents are competent in Standard English and use Manual English
with and around the child, as witnessed by the marked superiority
of the {MCE) group over both Oral groups on nearly every test
measure employed {1975, p. 133). They also found some advantage
11

in using a manual communication system (that is, ASL) which,

al~

though it deviates significantly from English syntax, presents
information in a concrete, visual way.
Determining the deaf child s preferred mode of communication,
1

however, can be a difficult task.

According to Spragins and Cokely
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(1980), there are no quantifiable screening devices to ascertain
whether the child is most comfortable using ASL, MCE, or speech.
Many younger deaf children of hearing parents and some deaf children
of deaf parents do not use ASL.

Woodward (1973) suggested that

ASL proficiency may be related to sign language acquisition, the
agent of the sign language acquisition (for example, family or
friends), and the type of school attended.

Nevertheless, at

the present time, evaluators are forced to rely on information
from parents, teachers, the child, and observations to determine
the child's normally used mode of communication.
Concrete Operations, Syntax, and Deafness
Deaf children's difficulties with English syntax have been
well-documented.

Heider and Heider (1940) analyzed over a thousand

written compositions of deaf and hearing children and concluded
that the deaf use shorter sentences, more simple sentences, and
less difficult forms of sentence subordination, and while the
compositions of the two groups did not vary in length, the deaf
children's work, in general, resembled that of less mature hearing
children.

MYklebust (1960, pp. 306-318) administered the Picture

Story Language Test to 200 deaf and 200 hearing children, matched
for age and IQ.

The deaf subjects used more nouns, which may

indicate more concrete language than that of hearing counterparts.
Adjectives and prepositions were used much less frequently by
the deaf children, and virtually no adverbs were used, while
hearing children began using them at age nine.

Other studies

have found that about half of the syntactic errors of deaf children
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consists of the omission of necessary words and the use of wrong
words (Thompson, 1936; Myklebust, 1965).
Perhaps the largest body of research in the area of syntactic
structures used by the deaf has been done by Quigley and his associates
at the University of Illinois.

They concluded that deaf children

possess a set of consistent grammatical rules which frequently deviate from those of standard English (Russell et al., 1976, p. 37).
With time, these rules come into closer and closer conformity to
the adult model although, even at age 18, most deaf children have
not achieved English competence in many language structures.

While

deaf children appear to have relatively little difficulty in learning
the more general phrase structure rules of English, they have many
more problems with their more subtle manifestations in surface
structure.

Deaf students have considerable difficulty with the

determiner and auxiliary systems, with as many as 30 to 40 percent
of them leaving school without having gained control of their use
in standard English constructtons.

On the other hand, broad aspects

of word order and word use come under increasing control and are
mastered reasonably well by many deaf children by the age of 12
(Russell et al., 1976, p. 69).
These same researchers (1976, p. 96) found that the comprehension and production of passive voice sentences by deaf children
parallels that of hearing children but is greatly delayed.

Many

deaf children appear not to have grasped the meaning of passive
voice markers up to 10 years after the point at which virtually
all hearing children have done so.

Quigley, Smith, and Wilbur
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{1974) also discovered that deaf students had significantly less
understanding of all aspects of relative clauses than did hearing
children of much younger ages.

For example, on a basic comprehension

test, the oldest hearing subjects (10-12 years) produced 83 percent
correct responses, while the oldest deaf students (18-19 years)
got only 76 percent correct.

Deaf children seemed to differ from

hearing children in the acquisition of the question transformation
primarily in rate rather than in sequence of acquisition.

Eighteen

year-old deaf students studied by Quigley, Wilbur, and Montanelli
(1974) did not have mastery of this structure common in 10 year-old
hearing subjects.

The use of conjunctions by deaf students demon-

strated a pattern of retardation in comparison to hearing children,
as well as the presence of structures not found in standard English.
Concerning pronominalization, differences between deaf and hearing
children appeared in rate of acquisition rather than in consistent
errors (Russell et al., 1976, pp. 151-153).

This same pattern held

for the acquisition of the negative transformation, and Taylor
(1969) found many deviancies from standard English complement
forms.
11
(

These included confused marking of tense in infinitives

The ant liked to played with the

insect'~,

11

The man began screamed

11

and confusion about the relationship between infinitives and gerunds
( .. He

canr~ot

dove .. ).

know how to swi mmi ng•,•,

11

The hunter missed to shoot the

These errors were of the same type as those reported by

Menyuk (1969) for young hearing children, but in deaf children,
they persisted to a much later age, appearing even in the writings
of 16 year-olds, the oldest children evaluated by Taylor.

)
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Charrow (1974) has suggested that the written language of deaf
persons is a dialect of English, but Russell et al. (1976, pp. 198201) pointed out several differences between the English of deaf
people and dialects.

First, dialects are generally based on spoken

language, and any written form of them would be based on a spoken
form, which is not the case with the written language of deaf
people.

Even if their writing were based on ASL, which remains

unproven, most researchers of ASL (Stokoe, 1960; Klima and Bellugi,
1979) have claimed that it is a language completely distinct from
English rather than a dialect of it.

Second, with a dialect, most

language features are shared by users of the dialect.

Yet, while

widespread use of certain syntactic structures can be seen in the
writing of deaf people, none are common to all, and most were used
by less than half of the subjects studied.

Third, dialects are

acquired by individuals as a result of exposure to those dialects
in their childhood environments.

But it is unlikely that any deaf

child was ever. exposed to structures such as 11 John like to Alice
but John will can•t play with Alice 11 or 11 Yesterday Jack go to home
because Jack sore his toe 11 (Charrow, 1974).

In addition, most

deaf children are born to hearing parents who have no knowledge
of sign language, and differences between ASL structure and the
structure of deaf persons• written language are at least as great
as the similarities.

Finally, a dialect serves as a stable means

of communication among speakers of that dialect.

It seems unlikely

that the written language of most deaf people serves such a purpose
since, in fact, most deaf people rely on writing as a means of
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communication only as a last resort.

Russell et al. (1976) sum-

marized their posttton by comparing deaf children to black children.
Black children will acquire a particular dialect not because their
skin is black but because they are exposed to that dialect in their
formative years; blacks raised among speakers of standard English
will, of course, acquire that dialect.

Deaf children, on the other

hand, have language problems not for social and cultural reasons
but because they are deaf; the causative factor is organismic
rather than cultural.
The possibility that those organismic differences extend to
the area of brain hemispheric laterality has been investigated by
Kelly and Tomlinson-Keasey (1977).

They examined the hemispheric

laterality of 39 deaf children in the upper primary and intermediate
grades.

An analysis of the results of the experimental task, which

involved processing word and picture stimuli presented singly to
left and right visual hemifields, suggests that young deaf children
do not develop the same lateral specialization that has been found
in hearing populations.

This difference is attributed to an early

severe hearing loss, which precludes the normal acquisition of
spoken language.

Without the auditory processing of speech, the

authors hypothesized that the left hemisphere does not develop a
specialization for language.

Since the deaf children in this

study processed high image words significantly faster in the right
hemisphere and showed similar tendencies for low image words,
concrete pictures, and abstract pictures, it was suggested that
the deaf process all stimuli with a visual code.
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In addition to the syntactic variations demonstrated by
deaf children, hearing children as well show differences in syntactic ability as they advance through cognitive stages.

Some studies

suggest that major progress in aspects of language development occurs
during the age ranges which mark the transition from preoperational
thought to concrete operations (Hornby et al., 1970; Francis, 1972;
Swartz and Hall, 1972; Vasta and Liebert, 1973) and from concrete
operations to forma 1 operations (Paris, 1973).

None of these

studies, however, tested subjects on Piagetian tasks; instead,
the authors simply noted that changes in linguistic performance
seemed to coincide with transitions between stages in Piagetian
theory.
To investigate the possibility that concrete operational
thought and the comprehension of syntax in the bilingual child
are based on the same abilities, Tremaine (1975) administered
Piagetian tasks and syntactic comprehension tests in French and
English to English-speaking first, second, and third graders.
These children were either enrolled in a French immersion curriculum or a curriculum which included 75 minutes of instruction
in French per day.

Piagetian tasks were chosen over IQ scores

because IQ is based on the concept of menta 1 age, which increases
as a linear function of age until about age 18.

Operational in-

telligence, on the other hand, does not improve as a linear function
of age but involves plateau periods punctuated by sudden and rapid
improvements.

It was predicted that when children showed operational

reasoning defining the stage of cqncrete operations, their compre-
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hension of syntax in both languages would improve greatly.

This

prediction was based on the notion that rule stabilization in syntax
may be the same kind of process as equilibration in Piagetian theory.
Languge acquisiti·on was viewed by Tremaine as a rule-based process,
with acquisition of specific structures resting on the stabilization
of rules governing those structures.

Piaget used the concept of

equilibration to explain the sequential character of cognitive development; each stage is defined by the achievement of a relatively
stable equilibrium in the organization of mental structures, and
each successive stage defines greater stability over the previous
(Tremaine, 1975, p. 12).
Tremaine carried out her research within the framework of
case grammar theory, a system proposed by Fillmore (1968).

Case

grammar theory contrasts both with classical grammar, in which
cases are defined as inflected forms of noun roots (accusative,
genitive, dative, etc.) and with Chomsky's transformational theory
(1968), which does not include any notion of case at all.

Fillmore's

theory rests on many of the assumptions of transformational grammar,
including the idea of deep and surface structure.

But while Chomsky

would argue that case inflections are a phenomenon of the surface
structure, Fillmore maintained that they are an integral part of
the deep structure of all languages, realized in the surface structure sometimes as inflections, prepositions, or word order and defined as abstract relations between sentence components.

In case

grammar theory, the basic deep structure of a sentence, the
11

Proposition 11 , involves a tenseless set of relationships between
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a verb and an unordered array of noun phrases dominated by particular case categories, which include agentive, objective, source,
goal, locative, benefactive, and time.
Tremaine discovered that when children learning a second
language reached the level of concrete operations, syntactic comprehension of both their native and second language improves greatly.
In 62 out of 65 independent analyses of variance, children classified
as operational performed significantly better than children classified
as non-operational.

These results suggest that the abilities needed

to solve problems posed by numeration, mass, and weight tasks are
the same abilities needed for the comprehension of syntax and that
these abilities are closely related to age and grade.

Furthermore,

Tremaine found that the numeration task was more closely related
to syntactic comprehension in both languages than any other task
used.

This task required the child to reason about a seriated set

of objects while, at the same time, imposing a hierarchy on the
series.

Similarly, syntactic comprehension requires the listener

to impose a hierarchical structure (syntax) on a series of meaningful
units which unfold in time.

Tremaine admitted that attributing

the acquisition of syntax to the principle of equilibration was
going beyond the data gathered by her study, but she nonetheless
suggested the possibility that such a relationship does, in fact,
exist.
Although no studies are known to exist concerning the relationship between syntactic development and operational ability
in deaf children, Rittenhouse et al. (1981) found a relationship
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between conservation ability and the ability to comprehend metaphors
in eight profoundly deaf and six hard of hearing children.

All of

the children, whose ages ranged from 11 years to 16 years nine
months, were presented conservation of liquid and weight problems
and 12 metaphor items.

Each of the metaphor problems consisted

of a short story and four possible interpretations of the story.
All interpretations were non-literal, and one of the four was
metaphorical.

The results showed no differences based on extent of

hearing loss for either conservation ability or ability to understand metaphors.

While intelligence and age both affected conser-

vation performance and metaphor comprehension, the closest association was found between metaphor comprehension and conservation
ability.

The researchers concluded that some underlying similarities

may exist in both types of problems, though they did not spell out
in any detail what those similarities might be.
Recapitulation
In this chapter, a theoretical framework was provided for
the present research study.

Acknowledged were the fields of psycho-

linguistics, through Noam Chomsky's theory of transformational
grammar, and developmental psychology, through Jean Piaget's
cognitive stage theory.

According to Chomsky, linguistic knowledge

is an innate property of humans and is relatively independent of
intelligence or experience.

He saw language as separate from other

kinds of thinking, with each intellectual ability exhibiting its
own processes, maturing at its own rate, and perhaps located in
a separate region of the brain.

Piaget, on the other hand, believed
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that identical mental operations serve as a base for a broad range
of abilities and that language skills are a reflection of a more
general cognitive competence.
Piaget•s view that a cognitive framework underlies any advancement in language skills has been disputed by other researchers.
Bruner believed that language shapes thought by translating experience
into symbolic form, which opens up intellectual possibilities beyond
the present and immediate.

Vygotsky hypothesized that conceptual

thinking requires the use of words to abstract, synthesize, and
symbolize certain traits. The question of whether thought precedes
1anguage or vice versa is difficult to prove, and some researchers,
most notably Furth, have looked to the deaf to provide an answer.
Though studies indicate that deaf people have the same distribution of intelligence as the general population, they generally
have had limited exposure to the language of their society and,
for that reason, are considered by some to demonstrate what influence
the absence of a language has on the development of thinking.

Most

of Furth•s research has shown minor or inconsistent differences,
which led him to conclude that cognitive skills are not related
to language.

Yet, Furth•s basic assumption that young deaf children

have essentially no language must be questioned in light of research
findings that, in spite of great obstacles, rules of grammar emerge
in the writing of deaf students and that some children without sign
language exposure will create their own signs in rule-governed ways.
The linguistic diversity of deaf people becomes apparent
when one considers the number of sign language systems available.
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These range from American Sign Language, a complex language more
like Navajo, Greek, or Russian than English in its use of inflections, to various forms of manually coded English, which use English
word order and English inflectional endings.

While American Sign

Language is the language of most deaf adults, manual English codes
are tools used by educators and parents to expose the deaf child
to English syntax.

In general, deaf children seem to have little

difficulty learning general phrase structure rules of English
but exhibit many problems with their subtle manifestations in the
surface structure.

Auxiliary, determiner, and passive voice systems

are among the most difficult to master, and some studies have posited
, that, unlike hearing children, deaf children process language in the
right brain hemisphere.
One study found that deaf children comprehend English metaphors
when they begin to reason in the concrete operational manner described
by Piaget.

Tremaine discovered that a relationship existed between

operational thinking and syntactic comprehension in a group of young
hearing children for both their native language (English) and their
second language (French).

With

Tremaine~s

work as a foundation,

the present study examined the relationship between concrete operational skills and syntactic comprehension in a group of deaf children.

CHAPTER III
METHOD
Hypotheses
The following null hypotheses were tested:
1.

There are no significant differences on a test of

English syntactic comprehension between deaf children classified
as operational and deaf children classified as non-operational.
2.

There are no significant differences on a test of

English syntactic comprehension among deaf children classified
as having a strong American Sign Language (ASL) background, children having a strong manually coded English (MCE) background, and
children having no consistent language (NCL) background.
3.

There are no significant differences on the operational

tasks among deaf children classified as having a strong American
Sign Language (ASL) background, children having a strong manually
coded English (MCE) background, and children having no consistent
language (NCL) background.
4.

There is no significant relationship between IQ and

operational thinking in deaf children.
5.

There is no significant relationship between age and

operational thinking in deaf children.
6.

There is no significant relationship between age and
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syntactic development in deaf children.
7.

There is no significant relationship between IQ and

syntactic development in deaf children.
Subject Selection Procedures
Twelve students from the Special Education District of
Lake county (SEDOL) at the John Powers Center for the Hearing
Impaired in Vernon Hills, Illinois and 47 students from the
Wisconsin School for the Deaf (WSD) in Delavan, Wisconsin participated in this study.
22 females.

The 59 subjects included 37 males and

While the populations of the SEDOL hearing impaired

program.and WSD are almost evenly divided between male and female
students, males made up about 63 percent of the subjects in this
study.

All participants were Caucasian.
Each of the subjects met the following requirements:
1.

grades 2-9 (chronological age range of 7-8 to 15-11;

average age of 12.22, with a standard deviation of 2.38 years).
While the period of concrete operations is most often listed as
between the ages of seven and 11 (for example, Wadsworth, 1979,
p. 96), Furth (1966) and others have noted the general delay
that deaf children experience in reaching this stage.

For this

reason, older children were included in the study.
2.

sensorineural hearing impairment of not less than 85

dB (ISO) in the better ear at 500, 1000, and 2000 Hz (severe-toprofound deafness) or school records noting a severe-to-profound
or profound hearing loss, if detailed audiological records were
lacking.
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3.

age at onset of deafness at two years or younger.

4.

IQ of at least 88 on the Performance Scale of the WISC-R

or a comparable test.

Nine of the 59 subjects had miSsing IQ scores

but were included in this study based on achievement test scores
comparable to same-age peers and based on subjective judgments of
school personnel.

Of the remaining 50 students, 37 had been ad-

ministered the WISC-R, eight the Hiskey-Nebraska Test of Learning
Aptitude, four the Columbia Mental Maturity Scale, and one the
Leiter International Performance Scale.
The 50 available IQ scores resulted in a mean performance
score of 111.04.

The five available IQ scores for the deaf children

of deaf parents yielded an average s:core of 117.80.

Perhaps

because of the small number of children in this group, this score
average was not significantly different from the 110.29 average
achieved by the 45 children of hearing parents.

In addition,

no significant differences were noted between the six IQ scores
taken from the Special Education District of Lake County (SEDOL)
(X=l09.33) and the 44 scores from the Wisconsin School for the
Deaf (WSD) (X=lll.27).

Means and standard deviations for IQ

scores may be found in Table 1.
5.

no apparent disability (other than hearing impairment)

which, in the judgment of school personnel, would interfere with
learning.
6.

simultaneous method of instruction (MCE plus speech)

used in the educational setting.
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TABLE 1
IQ Data for 50 Subjects
All
Subjects
n=50

Deaf
Parents
n=5

Hearing
Parents
n=45

SEDOL
n=6

WSD
n=44

Mean performance IQ

111.04

117.80

110.29

109.33

111.27

Standard deviation

12.58

10.03

12.70

9.91

12.98
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Procedure
Program administrators at SEDOL and WSD were consulted to
ascertain those students who met the criteria for inclusion in this
study.

Letters requesting permission for testing were sent to parents

of those children (see Appendix A).

Of the 14 letters sent to parents

of children at SEDOL, 12 responded affirmatively (86 percent response
rate).

At WSD, of the 53 letters sent to parents, 47 responded

affirmatively (89 percent response rate).

Four additional letters

were received after the testing was completed, however, bringing
the total WSD response rate to 96 percent.
Teachers were given a sociolinguistic questionnaire (see
Appendix B) modeled after Hatfield et al. (1978), to determine the
child•s language background.

Spragins and Cokely (1980) noted the

lack of quantifiable measures to evaluate the child•s sign language
background, and they recommended the use of informant measures.
Because of small class sizes and the close involvement many deaf
programs have with the families of their students, teachers were
considered a reliable source of information and likely to give more
objective data than parents.

However, as a crosscheck, students

were themselves independently given the first page of this questionnaire through the use of manually coded English (MCE).
After each child was individually administered several
screening items (see Appendix C), he or she was tested on four
operational tasks (conservation, classification, seriation, and
numeration) (see Appendix D), followed by a syntactic test (see Appendix
E) and the sociolinguistic questionnaire.

All tests were administered
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in MCE with the use of voice, with the entire procedure requiring
between 30 and 45 minutes, depending on the age of the child.
Forty of the children (12 at SEDOL.and 28 at WSD) were tested by
the principal evaluator, while the remaining 19 were evaluated by
two certified interpreters for the deaf.

Both interpreters had

been trained by the principal evaluator, who was present at the
time they were administering all tests to the students.
Later, after the data were organized, teachers were sent
materials describing the results of the grammar test for individual
children within their classes (see Appendix F), while both teachers
and parents who requested them (56 out of 59) were mailed copies
of the overall results of the study (see Appendix G).
Instrumentation
Screening Test
All subjects were systematically presented with six questions,
based on two nine inch by six inch cards.

The first card, which

contained five stars in one corner and three stars in the opposite
corner, required that the child be able to count accurately the
stars and to understand the concepts of more and same ("Are more
stars here, or are more stars here, or are they the same -- equal ? 11 ) .
The second card was identical to the first, except that both corners
contained an equal number of stars.

(See Appendix C for complete

instructions and the scoring form.)
The screening test was administered as a safeguard, to ensure
that the tests of concrete operational ability were not, in fact, a
test of language proficiency •. While not every concept utilized in
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the operational tasks was assessed by the screening test (color
was ignored, for example), it was believed that a linguistic understanding of the concepts of how many
11

11
,

11

more

crucial to success on the operational tasks.

11

,

and equal
11

11

was

Because all 59 children

passed each of the six screening items, it may be concluded that,
at least in a general sense, every subject understood the language
used to describe the primary concepts employed in the tests of
operational level.

For this reason, no further statistical analysis

involving the screening test was employed.
Tests of Operational Level
For the tests of concrete operational ability, four kinds
of tasks were employed.

(A complete copy of the instructions

and scoring forms for each of these tasks may be found in Appendix
D).

A conservation of liquid task was used, based on Tremaine's

(1975) finding that conservation tasks relate to syntactic ability
in bilingual, hearing children.

In the conventional procedure

for the liquid conservation task, the child, after agreeing that
two identical containers have an equal amount of liquid, must judge
their amounts relative to each other after one of the containers
has been poured into a different shaped container.

Rittenhouse

and Spiro (1979), however, noting that deaf children have difficulty
with conventional Piagetian directions on conservation tasks,
found a higher success rate using attribute-specific directions.
In this procedure, instructions are specific and focus on the
dimension under investigation.

With the conservation of liquid

task, the children were asked to imagine that they were very thirsty
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and that they must choose the glass of water which would best satisfy
their thirst.

If both glasses were equal and would equally satisfy

their thirst, children were to respond that water levels were the
same.

After one of the glasses had been poured into a different

sized glass, the children were presented with the same role-playing
situation and asked to respond accordingly.
Inhelder and Piaget (1964) discussed the relationship of
both classification and sedation to syntactic development.

Words

inevitably force a beginning of classification in that, for example,
all nouns and adjectives divide reality into classes.

Although

Piaget concluded that the classification of animals is more abstract
than the classification of other objects (such as flowers) because
they are less common to the experience of children, it was believed
that most deaf children, even as young as second grade, would know
the names of many common animals.

Therefore, a classification

exercise, adapted from Piaget (1941), was utilized involving different
types and colors of animals.
Children were shown pictures of 10 animals, four of which
were different types of birds, and six of which were animals such as
bears, rabbits, cats, and fish.

In addition, four of the animals

(two birds, a bear, and a rabbit) were white.

Children were first

asked to count the birds and then to count the white animals.
According to conventional instructions, children would be asked
if there were more birds or white animals and whether there were
more birds (or white animals) or animals.

Because of the problems

deaf children experience with the words 11 more 11 and 11 Same 11 (Ritten-
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house and Spiro, 1979), attribute-specific instructions were originally
used.

Children were asked how many birds were present, and then they

were asked the number of white animals.

They were then told to imagine

that they must think of a name for all the animals and asked if they
must think of more names for birds or more names for white animals.
The children were then asked how many animals there were.

After

they replied, they were asked if they must think of more names for
birds (or white animals) or for animals.

In preliminary testing

with hearing children, however, the attribute-specific instructions
proved more difficult to understand than the conventional.

There-

fore, conventional instructions were used with all deaf subjects
(see Appendix D).
The final operational tasks to be considered involved seriation and numeration.

While seriations are rarely completely elab-

orated in any language, they are sometimes suggested by grammatical
forms like the comparative and the superlative.

Tremaine's seriation

procedure was used, in which children seriated a series of 10 slats
(rectangular pieces of painted wood) from the shortest to the
longest to form a "staircase".

When this was done, children were

given nine more slats of intermediate lengths and told to put them
in the right place in the staircase.

To do this task successfully,

children had to coordinate transitive relations, so that each slat
(Y) was represented as both larger and smaller than an adjacent
slat (X<Y<Z).
If the child successfully accomplished the seriation task,
a numeration task was presented in which the first set of ten slats
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was placed in seriated order before the child, a plastic figure
of a person was produced, and the child was questioned about how
many stairs the person must climb to reach a particular stair.
If this task was mastered successfully, the staircase was broken
up so that the slats were disarranged, and the same type of questions
were asked.

Children were then asked how many stairs the person

must climb to reach the top of the staircase, if he were already
standing somewhere on the staircase (see Appendix D for complete
instructions).

It should be noted that, because the numeration

task was assumed to be difficult for many of the subjects and might
lead to frustration, it was presented last and discontinued if it
became apparent that the child could no longer succeed.
Test of Syntactic Comprehension
The test of syntactic ability was also adapted from Tremaine (1975).

While Tremaine•s test consisted of an English

section, a French section, and an across-languages section, only
the English test was administered to the subjects in the present
study.

The test consisted of three sections, administered in

consecutive order:

six inflectional categories tested by 14

contrasts or 28 items (a picture test), 11 syntactic structures
tested by 22 contrasts or 44 items (a picture test), and five
syntactic variants tested by five contrasts or 10 items.

(A

complete copy of this test and scoring form are included in
Appendix E.)
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Method of Scoring
On the four operational tasks (conservation of liquid,
classification, seriation, and numeration), children were grouped
as operational or non-operational according to Piaget's traditional
criteria (Method 1 scoring).

While correct items within failed

tasks were also analyzed (Method 2 scoring), children's performances
on the task as a whole, in agreement with Piaget's stage theory
viewpoint, determined whether they would be considered operational
or not.

As Tremaine (1975, p. 18) pointed out, the difference

between non-operational and operational thought is a qualitative
difference which does not lend itself to quantification, especially
in light of the fact that transitional periods are a poorly understood process.

(Procedures used to derive scores under both Method

1 and Method 2 are listed in Appendix H.)
The syntactic test was scored by giving one point for each
correct item and then totaling the correct items for each syntactic
structure or inflectional category and for the test as a whole.
Design and Statistical Analysis
The analytic paradigm for the study is presented in Table 2.
In Hypothesis 1, syntactic skills were compared by means oft-tests
for all children, who were considered either operational or nonoperational on each of the four operational tasks.

In addition,

at-test was employed to compare syntactic skills of children
considered predominantly operational or predominantly non-operational.

T-tests were also used to determine significant differences

between operational and non-operational children in comprehension
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TABLE 2
Analytic Paradigm
LANGUAGE BACKGROUND
Cognitive Level

ASL

MCE

NCL

Other

Operational
Non-operational
Independent Variables:

Operational Ability, Sign Language Background,
IQ, Age

Dependent Variables:

Syntactic Comprehension Ability, Operational
Ability
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of specific grammatical structures (for example, the for-to transformation).

For Hypothesis 2, syntactic skills of children from

each of the three language backgrounds (ASL, MCE, and NCL) were
contrasted through a simple analysis of variance, followed by
Tukey's HSD test, without regard to operational ability.

At-test

was also employed to determine differences in syntactic ability
between students receiving a consistent sign background (ASL and
MCE groups) and students with no consistent sign background (NCL
group).

In Hypothesis 3, children from each of the three language

backgrounds were contrasted in each of the operational skill areas
by means of four simple analyses of variance, followed by Tukey's
HSD test for the conservation task.

As in Hypothesis 2, four t-

tests were used for Hypothesis 3 to determine differences between
students receiving a consistent sign background (ASL and MCE groups)
and students with no consistent sign background (NCL group).

But

while Hypothesis 2 compared children from consistent and nonconsistent sign backgrounds in syntactic skills, Hypothesis 3
compared these same children in operational abilities.

(For

both Hypotheses 2 and 3, children marked "Other", who could not
be identified as belonging to one of the three language background
groups, were excluded.)
Hypotheses 4, 5, 6, and 7 required the use of correlation
coefficients.

For both Hypotheses 4 and 5, operational children

were compared to non-operational children in IQ scores and age,
respectively.

With Hypotheses 6 and 7, the children's ages and

IQ scores, respectively, were compared to their syntactic skills.
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A multiple regression analysis was also undertaken to discover
the best predictors of the total score on the test of syntactic
comprehension.

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
The computerized programs found in the Statistical Analysis
System (1979) were used for most statistical operations.

As was

noted in the previous chapter, operational tasks (conservation,
classification, seriation, and numeration) were scored under
two methods of scoring (see Appendix H for details).

Method 1

considered each child as either passing or failing a particular
task, while Method 2 recognized quantitative differences within
tasks.

Stage theory supports the idea of qualitative rather than

quantitative differences among children who attempt operational
tasks (for example, see navell, 1963, pp. 264-266).

Because

this study was based on a Piagetian stage theory framework and
because the two methods of scoring correlated with each other
beyond the .0001 level of probability for all four operational
tasks (see Table 3), only data utilizing Method 1 scoring procedures are presented in this chapter.
Similarly, the previous chapter noted that both teachers
and children were asked questions from the sociolinguistic questionnaire (see Appendix B). Table 3 lists the relationships,
beyond the .0001 level of probability, which exist between the
children•s and teacher•s answers to the questionnaire.
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There-

CY)

TABLE 3

~

Relationships between Child- and Teacher-Reported Data and between Methods 1 and 2 Scoring Systems
Age Child Learned
Signs-Teacher
Report
Age Child
Learned
Signs-Child
Report

ConservationMethod 2
Scoring
Classification2
Scoring
Seriationt-1ethod 2
Scoring
NumerationMethod 2
Scoring

ClassificationMethod 1
Scoring

Seriationf-1ethod 1
Scoring

NumerationMethod 1
Scoring

x2 93.67
x2 prob. . 0001
Tau-B .575

Sign
Consistency
at Home-Child
Report

~~ethod

Sign Consistency Conservationat Home-Teacher
~1ethod 1
Report
Scoring

x2 73.11
x2 prob. . 0001
Tau-B .647
x2 59.00
x2 prob . . 0001
Tau-C . 977
x2 55.25
x2 prob . . 0001
Tau-C .964
x 2 59.00
x2 prob. . 0001
Tau-C .365
x2 36.82
x2 prob.
.0001
Tau-C
.668
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fore, only teacher-reported information is presented in Chapter
IV, although Appendix I includes statistical analyses involving
the Method 2 scoring system, as well as children's responses to
the questionnaire.
Results Related to Hypothesis 1
This hypothesis stated that there are no significant differences on a test of English syntactic comprehension between
deaf children classified as operational and deaf children classified as non-operational.
Children were classified as operational or non-operational
on each of the four tasks:
tion, and numeration.
found in Appendix J.

conservation, classification, seria-

These scores for all 59 subjects may be
Table 4 presents results from t-tests which

focus on differences between operational and non-operational children
in the total score obtained on the test of syntactic comprehension.
Of the four operational tasks considered, null Hypothesis il was
rejected at or beyond the .001 level for all except classification.
On each of these tests, variances are considered equal.
Table 4 presents each of the operational tasks individually,
and, as a result, some children, perhaps in a transitional period
between pre-operational and operational thought, may have passed
some tasks while failing others (see Appendix J).

A more general

perspective is assumed in Table 5 by comparing predominantly
operational children, who passed all four tasks, with predominantly
non-operational (pre-operational) children.

Twelve children were

considered operational while 14 children, five of whom failed all
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TABLE 4
Results Related to Hypothesis 1: T-tests for the Total Score on the
Test of Syntactic Comprehension in Relation to Operational Tasks (n=59)
Conservation

N

Mean

Std. Dev.

Operation a 1

34

64.85

7.28

Non-operational

25

58.12

7.99

Operational

34

63.59

7.25

Non-operational

25

59.84

9.12

53

63.21

7.01

6

51.33

11.13

Operational

20

68.40

4.84

Non-operational

39

58.72

7.69

~

.0014

Classification
.0840

Seriation
Operational
Non-operational

.0005

Numeration
.0001
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TABLE 5

Results Related to Hypothesis 1: T-test for the Total Score on the Test
of Syntactic Comprehension for Predominantly Operational and Predominantly Non-operational Children (n=26)
Std. Dev.

N

r~ean

Operational

12

68.67

5.00

Non-operational

14

56.21

9.46

.0010
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tasks and nine of whom failed all except seriation were considered
non-operational.

Due to the ease with which almost all children

accomplished the seriation task, it was not considered a good discriminator of general operational ability and, consequently, was
not included in the criteria for determining predominantly operational or non-operational thinking.

As Table 5 shows, differences

between predominantly non-operational and predominantly operational
children on the test of syntactic comprehension were significant
at the .001 level.
Table 6 presents the mean number of errors made for each
of the 12 grammatical categories of the syntactic structures section of the test of syntactic comprehension.

This section, one

of three, formed the middle part of the test and contained the
most detailed and complete information regarding the children's
receptive syntactic abilities (Tremaine, 1975, p. 122; see also
Appendices E and F).

As is demonstrated in Table 6, the 59 subjects

had the most difficulty with the for-to structure (e.g,, "The baby
gives the ball for the dog to the cat"), followed by the passive
transformation (e.g., "The ball is hit by the boy").

The least

number of errors was. seen in the direct object-indirect object
inversion (e.g., "The boy shows the cat the bird").

Table 6

also lists the mean number of errors according to whether the subjects were considered operation a1 or non.-operati anal and notes
statistical significance between the number of errors made by the
two groups of children for each of the grammatical categories
evaluated.

In 10 of the 12 categories, four errors were the maximum.

00
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For the active transformation (e.g., The baby sees the girl
11

11
),

six errors were possible, while only two direct object-indirect
object inversion errors could be made.

With only four errors pos-

sible on the for-to transformation, it is noteworthy that both
operational and non-operational chidren made an average of 3.12
errors.
Figure 1 graphically displays the mean number of errors
made by the deaf students and compares them to the mean errors
made by Tremaine's (1975) hearing group of first, second, and
third graders.

In spite of the younger age of the 60 hearing

subjects (average age of 7.97 years, with a standard deviation
of . 97 years, compared to an average age of 12.22 years for the
59 deaf subjects, with a standard deviation of 2.38 years), the
deaf children made more errors in all categories except the reflexive-reciprocal, with the direct object-indirect object category
(e.g., The girl shows the cow to the dog
11

number of errors between the two groups.

11

)

showing a nearly equal

Yet, the relative number

of errors in most of the categories is fairly similar for the
hearing and deaf groups.
Figure 2 contains mean syntactic structures errors for children classified as operational (n=34) on the conservation task
versus children considered non-operational (n=25), and Figure 3
provides this information for those children who passed the classification task (n=34) compared to those who did not (n=25).
Figure 4 presents differences in mean syntactic structures errors
for the children passing (n=53) and failing (n=6) the seriation
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task, and Figure 5 presents the same data for those found operational
(n=20) and non-operational (n=39) on the numeration task,

Because

the numeration task was a direct replication of Tremaine's study,
her results are also included in Figure 5.

On this task, operational

deaf children made fewer errors on the reflexive-reciprocal structure
than did non-operational hearing children.

Consistent with data from

Figure 1, which lists total mean syntactic errors for the two studies,
hearing children made fewer mistakes on all other structures.
Finally, Figure 6 presents differences in mean syntactic
structures errors between the children (n=l2) considered predominantly
operational {passing all four tasks) and children (n=l4) classified
as predominantly non-openational (failing all tasks or all except
seriation).

On all of these tasks in Figures 2-6, statistically

significant differences are noted between operational and nonoperational chi.ldren for each of the 12 grammatical categories.
Children considered operational on the classification task did not
perform significantly different from children considered non-operational (see Table 4); likewise, no statistical differences were
noted in the mean number of errors earned by the two groups of
children in any of the 12 grammatical categories (see Table 6
and Figure 3).

In examining Figures l-6, it should be remembered

that on many tasks, most notably seriation, the number of subjects
in each group differs considerably.
Results Related to Hypothesis 2
Hypothesis 2 stated that there are no s:i gni fi cant differences
on the test of English syntactic comprehension among deaf children
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classified as having a strong American Sign Language (ASL) background, children having a strong manually coded English (MCE)
background, and children having no consistent language (NCL)
background.
A child was considered as having a strong ASL background
(ASL group) if, on the sociolinguistic questionnaire given to the
teacher (see Appendix B), responses indicated that both parents
were deaf, the family signed consistently at home, and the child
communicated most frequently with his or her parents through the
use of ASL.

All deaf children of deaf parents (n=7) responded

that their parents signed to them: very consi stently
11

11

(

#5 on the

questionnaire) and teachers related that, for all these children,
ASL was the primary mode of communication (#8 on the questionnaire).
Children with a strong MCE background (MCE group) had hearing
parents ( #1 on the questionnaire) who communicated Very consistently"
11

(#5) through signed English (#8).

Children with no consistent

language background (NCL group) were those whose families communicated
with them through signs "inconsistently", "almost never", or "never"
(#5).

According to teacher responses on the sociolinguistic ques-

tionnaire, the ASL group contained seven students, the MCE group
contained 17, and the NC.L group contained 20, for a total of 44.
The 15 subjects who were not placed in any of the three groups
were those whose families signed to them "somewhat consistently 11 ,
according to #5 of the questionnaire.
A simple one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) found differences on the test of English syntactic comprehension among
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children judged as having consistent ASL language backgrounds,
children with consistent MCE backgrounds, and children with no
consistent language background.
of null Hypothesis 2.

This finding led to a rejection

ANOVA summary data for the relationship

between the total score on the test of syntactic comprehension
and the language background groups determined by the teachers
may be found in Table 7.
After the ANOVAs were calculated, a posteriori comparisons
were figured by Tukey's HSD {honestly significant difference)
test.

This method, which is recommended for

pain-~ise

a posteriori

comparisons {Kirk, 1968, pp. 88-90), was performed only on those
ANOVAs which were significant at the .05 level or below and indicated that the ASL group differed beyond the .05 level of significance from the NCL group.

A summary of the findings of Tukey's

HSD test for Hypothesis 2 may be found in Table 8.
As shown in Table 8, differences in syntactic comprehension
between the MCE and NCL groups were of similar magnitude to differences between the ASL and NCL groups.

When ASL and MCE groups

were combined into one group (consistent language background)
and compared to the NCL group, the resulting level of significance
{see Table 9) was similar to the level achieved when the ASL,
MCE, and NCL groups were each treated separately (see Table 7).
Results Related to Hypothesis 3
Hypothesis 3 staten that there are no significant differences
on the four operation a1 tasks (conservation, cl assi fi cation, seri ation, and numeration) among deaf children classified as having a
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TABLE 7
Results Related to Hypothesis 2: Analysis of Variance for the Total
Score on the Test of Syntactic Comprehension in Relation to the Child•s
Sign Language Background (ASL, MCE, or NCL), according to the Teacher
(n=44)
Source
Between
Within

d. f.

s.s.

M.S.

F.
5.32

2

648.54

324.27

41

2498.37

60.94

.0088
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TABLE 8
Results Related to Hypothesis 2: HSD Test for Differences among ASL,
MCE, and NCL Groups in the Total Score on the Test of Syntactic
Comprehension
Mean Difference
ASL/MCE groups

66.14

65.88

=

.26

n .s.

ASL/NCL groups

66.14

58.25

= 7.89

< .05

MCE/NCL groups

65.88- 58.25 = 7.63

n .s.
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TABLE 9
Results Related to Hypothesis 2: T-test for the Total Score on the Test
of Syntactic Comprehension in Relation to the Child's Sign Language
Background (ASL and MCE versus NCL), according to the Teacher (n=44)
N

r~ean

Std. Dev.

~

Consistent Sign Background
(ASL and MCE)

24

65.96

6.55

.002

Inconsistent Sign Background
(NCL)

20

58.25

8.92
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strong ASL background, children having a strong MCE background,
and children in the NCL group.
The method used to determine language background for Hypothesis 2 was used for Hypothesis 3 as well.

Consequently, the

teacher-chosen groups contained 44 subjects (seven in the ASL
group, 17 in the MCE group, and 20 in the NCL group).

A one-way

ANOVA performed on the four operational tasks under the Method l
scoring system led to a rejection of null Hypothesis 3 for the
conservation task, but no group differences were found on the
other three operational tasks.

A summary of this ANOVA may be

found in Table 10.
As with Hypothesis 2, Tukey's HSD test was indicated for the
conservation task under Hypothesis 3 (see Table 11).

When teachers

judged the language backgrounds of students, the ASL group differed
from the NCL group at the .01 level of significance.

Again, as

with Hypothesis 2, the ASL and MCE groups were combined into one
group (consistent language background) and compared to the NCL
group (see Table 12).

Although the levels of significance on

each of the four tasks changed from the levels attained when the
three language background groups were treated separately (see
Table 10), the conservation task remained the only task which
differentiated groups with different language backgrounds beyond
the .05 level of significance.

A Fisher Exact Probability Test

(for example, see Roscoe, 1969, pp. 219-221) was also administered
to determine whether a relationship beyond chance existed between
consistent (ASL or MCE) or inconsistent (NCL) sign language back-
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TABLE 10
Results Related to Hypothesis 3: Analysis of Variance for Operational
Tasks in Relation to the Child•s Sign Language Background (ASL, MCE, or
NCL), according to the Teacher (n=44)
Source

d. f.

s.s.

t~

.s.

F.

5.30

.0090

.05

.9495

.56

.5775

1.55

.2249

Conservation
2

2.24

1.12

41

8.67

.21

2

.03

.01

41

10.95

. 27

Between

2

.12

.06

Within

41

4.31

.11

2

.73

.37

41

9.70

.24

Between
Within

Classification
Between
Within
Seriation

Numeration
Between
Within
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TABLE 11
Results Related to Hypothesis 3: HSD Test for Differences among ASL,
MCE, and NCL Groups on the Conservation Task
Mean Difference
ASL/MCE groups

1.0

1.41 = -.41

n .s.

ASL/NCL groups

1.0

1.65 = -.65

<.01

MCE/NCL groups

1.41

1.65

= -.24

n. s.
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TABLE 12
Results Related to Hypothesis 3: T-tests for Operational Ability in
Relation to the Child•s Sign Language Background (ASL and MCE versus
NCL), according to the Teacher (n=44)
Conservation

N

Mean

Std. Dev.

Consistent Sign Background
(ASL and MCE)

24

1.29

.46

Inconsistent Sign Background
(NCL)

20

1.65

.49

Consistent Sign Background
(ASL and MCE)

24

1.46

.51

Inconsistent Sign Background
(NCL)

20

1.50

.51

Consistent Sign Background
(ASL and MCE)

24

1.08

.28

Inconsistent Sign Background
(NCL)

20

1.15

.37

Consistent Sign Background
(ASL and MCE)

24

1.50

.51

Inconsistent Sign Background
(NCL)

20

1. 75

.44

.0169

Classification
.7889

Seriation
.4992

Numeration
.0939
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ground and the presence of predominantly operational or nonoperational thinking.

The relationship between these two variables

did not reach the .05 level of statistical significance (p=.336)
for the 23 subjects considered.
Results Related to Hypothesis 4
This. hypothesis stated that no significant relationship
exists between IQ and operational thinking in deaf children.
Table 13 lists the correlation coefficients indicating the strength
of the relationship between IQ and operational thinking.

The re-

lationship between IQ and conservation ability was significant at
the .0008 level, and a relationship beyond the .05 level was also
indicated between IQ and classification and IQ and numeration.
IQ and the predominance of operational or non-operational thinking
were correlated at the .007 level of significance, but the relationship between IQ and seriation ability was not significant
in this study.
Results Related to Hypothesis 5
Hypothesis 5 stated that no significant relationship exists
between age and operational thinking in deaf children.

Correlation

coefficients, reported in Table 14, indicated a significant relationship between age and three of the four operational tasks.
The relationship between age and the predominance of operational
or non-operational thinking was significant at the .003 level,
while the relationship between age and numeration ability did
not reach the .05 significance level under Method 1 scoring.
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TABLE 13
Results Related to Hypothesis 4:
Operational Ability (n=50)

The Relationship between IQ and

Correlation Coefficient

~

Conservation

.461

.0008

Classification

.280

.049

Seriation

.119

.411

Numeration

.289

.042

Predominantly operational/
non-operational

. 530

.007
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TABLE 14
Results Related to Hypothesis 5:
Operational Ability (n=59)

The Relationship between Age and

Correlation Coefficient

~

Conservation

.552

.0001

Classification

.337

.017

Seriation

.566

.0001

Numeration

.239

.095

Predominantly operational/
non-operational

.567

.003
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Results Related to Hypothesis 6
This hypothesis stated that there is no significant relationship between age and syntactic development in deaf children.
Null Hypothesis 6 was rejected.

A relationship significant at

the .007 level, with a correlation coefficient of .347, existed
between age and the total score on the test of syntactic comprehension for the 59 subjects.
Results Related to Hypothesis 7
The final hypothesis stated that there is no significant
relationship between IQ and syntactic development in deaf children.
With 50 performance IQ scores available, this null hypothesis was
not rejected at the .05 level of significance since the relationship
between these two variables, with a strength of .241, was significant
at the .092 level.
Results Related to Multiple Regression Analysis
A multiple regression analysis was undertaken to determine
the best predictors of the total score on the test of syntactic
comprehension.

The variables included the child's age, IQ, overall

signing ability, parents' hearing status (deaf or hearing), the
age that the child learned signs according to the teacher, the
teacher's report of how consistently the child's family signs
at home, and Method 1 scores on the four operational tasks (conservation, classification, seriation, and numeration).

Table 15,

which presents the findings of this analysis, revealed numeration
ability as the best single predictor of the total score on the
test of syntactic comprehension, accounting for 37 percent of
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TABLE 15
Stepwise Multiple Regression Analysis for the Best Predictors of the
Total Score on the Test of Syntactic Comprehension (Method 1 Scoring
System, Teacher-reported Information)
Variable

J3 Value

Numeration

-8.401

.370

Overall Signing Ability

-3.390

.479

Seriation

-7.021

.540

Age Child Learned Signs,
Teacher Report

1.273

.555

Sign Consistency at Home,
Teacher Report

- .541

.558

2.067

.561

.922

. 563

- .782

.564

IQ

.004

.564

Age

.000

.564

Parents' Hearing Status
Classification
Conservation
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of its variability.

More than half (54 percent) of the total

score could be predicted from three variables (numeration, the
child's overall signing abil)t-y, and seriation).

Other predictors

are listed, in order of importance, in Table 15.
The finding that numeration was the best predictor of
syntactic comprehension skills, with seriation a major predictor
as well, could be broadly interpreted as support for a stage theory
viewpoint, since mastery of both of these tasks is considered
characteristic of the operational stage of development.

However,

alternative interpretations to account for syntactic comprehension
skills are also possible.

Simple regression equations showed

two of these possible alternatives, age (R-Square=.l20) and IQ
(R-Square=.058), as inferior in predicting receptive grammatical
skills in comparison to the numeration task.
Summary of Results
Because of the high correlation between Method 1 and Method
2 scoring systems and between teacher-reported and child-reported
answers to the sociolinguistic questionnaire, only data from the
Method 1 scoring system and from teacher responses were reported
in this chapter.
Rejection of null Hypothesis 1 indicated that significant
differences existed between deaf children considered predominantly
operational and deaf children considered predominantly non-operational
on a test of English syntactic comprehension.

Of the four operational

tasks considered, children classified as operational on the conservation, seriation, and numeration tasks differed significantly in
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grammatical ability from their non-operational counterparts, while
children considered operational on the classification task did
not.

Furthermore, rejection of null Hypothesis 2 indicated that

significant differences existed among English syntactic abilities
depending on the children's language backgrounds.

The ASL and

MCE groups showed essentially no difference in syntactic comprehension skills, but both groups were superior to the NCL group.
Partial rejection of null Hypothesis 3 indicated that,
for the conservation task, a si gni fi cantly higher proportion of
children in the ASL group were operational than were children in
the MCE or NCL groups.

However, no such relationship between

language background and operational ability was found for the
classification, seriation, or numeration tasks.

Partial rejection

of null Hypothesis 4 indicated that a relationship existed between
IQ and operational thinking for the conservation, classification,
and numeration tasks but not for the seriation task.

In addition,

predominantly operational children (passing all four tasks) had
higher IQs than predominantly non-operational deaf children.

Partial

rejection of null Hypothesis 5 indicated that age was related to
operational thinking beyond the .02 level of significance for all
tasks except numeration.

Predominantly operational children were

older than predominantly non-operational children.

Rejection of

null Hypothesis 6 indicated that a significant relationship
between age and syntactic development.
rejected.

e~isted

Null Hypothesis 7 was not

No significant relationship was found between IQ and

syntactic comprehension skills.
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Finally, a multiple regression analysis indicated that
numeration was the best single predictor of the total score on
the test of syntactic comprehension and that numeration, the
child's overall signing ability, and seriation accounted for over
half of the total variability on this measure.

CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION
Building upon Tremaine•s (1975) finding that a relationship
exists between the attainment of concrete operations and syntactic
comprehension skills in hearing children, the present investigation found that this same relationship exists in deaf children.
In addition, the study examined the role of sign language background in determining operational skills and syntactic abilities,
the relationship among operational thinking, age, and IQ in deaf
children, and the relationship among syntactic development, age,
and IQ in this same group of children.

Each of these relationships

is discussed in some detail later in this chapter; for the present,
however, it may be useful to acknowledge some general limitations
of the project.
In almost any research involving deaf children, the recruitment of subjects presents a problem.

As Brill (1975) noted, deaf

and severely hard of hearing children form only about .01 percent
of the school age population.

Besides accepting only those children

with severe-to-profound and profound hearing losses, this study
required subjects to have performance IQ scores above 87, with no
additional handicapping conditions which might interfere with
learning, and to be enrolled in grades two through nine.

In the

entire Lake County, Illinois area, which serves a school age popu94
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lation of almost 70,000 students, only 14 children met therequirements for inclusion in this study.

For this reason, ran-

domization of subjects was not possible and other problems (missing
IQ scores, the lack of any minority children) were, of necessity,
encountered.

The decision was made, however, to include all

subjects who met the minimal criteria (see Chapter III).
Within this small population of eligible deaf children,
finding children of deaf parents presented an even greater problem.
Rawlings (1973) stated that less than 10 percent of deaf children
have deaf parents.

While the present study, with seven deaf chil-

dren of deaf parents out of 59 children, offered a slightly higher
percentage (12 percent), it is nevertheless difficult to generalize
results found with seven subjects to all students with American
Sign Language (ASL) backgrounds, even though, as will be discussed,
results from these seven students generally conformed to other
studies dealing with deaf children of deaf parents.
It is also important to note that these students, along
with the 52 deaf children of hearing parents, had higher mean performance IQ scores than are usually found in groups of deaf students.
With a sample of about 1200 deaf children, Anderson and Sisco (1977)
found a mean WISC-R Performance IQ for deaf children of deaf parents
(n=lOO)J of 106.7, with a standard deviation of 12.3, and a mean
WISC-R Performance IQ for deaf children of hearing parents (n=llOO)
of 96.0, with a standard deviation of 15.7.

IQ scores from the

present study differed from those of the Anderson and Sisco study
at the .05 level for children with deaf parents and beyond the
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.01 level for children with hearing parents.

Although these scores

cast some doubt on the generalizability of the present findings to
all deaf children, it should be remembered that students with IQs
below 88 were automatically excluded, as were students with other
recognized learning problems.

Because of these subject selection

procedures, it is perhaps best to generalize the present results
only to non-minority deaf children with average or above average
IQs.

With this caveat, a discussion of results found for each of

the seven hypotheses follows, after which a general discussion
along with suggestions for future research is presented.
Discussion Related to Hypothesis 1
The first hypothesis found that differences exist between
deaf children considered operational and deaf children considered
non-operational in their comprehension of English syntax, with
differences in favor of the operational children on tasks of conservation, seriation, and numeration at or beyond the .001 level
of significance.

Significant differences also existed between

children considered predominantly operational (passing all tasks)
and predominantly non-operational (failing all tasks except seriation).

Although this same relationship was indicated by the clas-

sification task, differences in syntax scores between operational
and non-operational children did not reach the .05 level of significance.

During the testing sessions, it was noted by the examiners

that the classification task was difficult for many of the students
to understand.

For example, when a question like,

11

Do you see more

birds, or do you see more white animals? Or are they the same
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(equal)? 11 (see Appendix D), several students responded with a number.

It is likely that, more than the other operational tasks,

the classification task was confounded by difficulty in understanding
the directions.
The presentation of the directions was somewhat of a dilemma
on the other tasks as well.

While remaining faithful to Piaget's

original directions was a worthwhile goal, it was also necessary
to explain the tasks in such a way that deaf second-graders could
understand them.

The screening items, passed by all students,

demonstrated in a gross way an understanding of the concepts "how
many", 11 more", and 11 equal 11 •

As the classification task indicated,

however, comprehension of general directions was more difficult,
even when Rittenhouse and Spiro's (1979) attribute-specific instructions were used.

.

Yet, at least for the conservation, seriation,

and numeration tasks, it seems that the use of simplified directions,
and the immediate comprehension of the task requirements shown by
most students, more than compensated for the modification of
Piaget's original instructions.
The present study supported the findings of Rittenhouse et
al. (1981) that operational abilities relate to language abilities
in deaf children.

The Rittenhouse et al. study examined only

conservation abilities in relation to metaphor comprehension, while
the present study related general syntactic comprehension to operational skills in four different areas.

The present findings in-

dicated that deaf children have a great deal of difficulty understanding the for-to structure ( 11 The

~aby

gives the ball for the cat
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to the dog"), the most difficult structure for Tremaine's hearing
children as well.

Although the general pattern of errors is similar

for the Tremaine study and the present study, on all structures
except the refl exi ve-reci proca 1 ("The boys see themse 1ves; the
boys see each other

11

)

hearing children, who averaged 4.28 years

younger than the deaf group, made fewer errors.

In addition,

proportionately more of these same hearing children demonstr.ated ·
operational thinking than did their deaf counterparts.

This finding

that deaf children are del.ayed in reaching concrete ope·rations has
been well-documented by others (Furth, 1964, 1966, 1971; Oleron
and Herren, 1961; Templin, 1967), who have found lags generally
ranging between two and six years.
The differences between deaf and hearing children in the
relative number of errors made can perhaps be attributed to deafness
itself.

While normal children are likely to hear the passive voice

and other complex structures used several times throughout the day,
profoundly deaf children seldom are exposed to them and, as Russell
et al. (1976, p. 96) and the present study indicated, have little
mastery of them.

Easier structures are those to which students

have had more exposure ( The baby sees the girl") or which make
11

logical sense based, for example, on word proximity within the
phrase ("The dog with a big balP).

More difficult are those struc-

tures which offer no word proximity clues ("The girl shows the cow
to the dog") or which are not used in daily conversation with and
by deaf children ( 11 The plane of the pilot 11 ) .

It should be noted

that the one structure in which operational deaf children out-
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performed non-operational hearing children, the reflexive-reciprocal,
was considered a poor test item by Tremaine.

She noted that in this

contrast C'The boys see themse 1ves; the boys see each other 11 ) , the picture of the boys seeing themselves in the mirror could have been interpreted as the boys seeing each other.

To get the item correct,

the child had to pay close attention to the eyes of the people in
the pictures.

It is possible that deaf children have a greater

tendency to note visual cues, such as the direction in which the
eyes were gazing and, for that reason, scored higher.
As in the Tremaine study, the present study found that the
number of non-operati ana 1 chi 1dren on the seriation task was very
small in comparison with the other tasks and that the numeration
task was the best overall predictor of syntactic comprehension.
Tremaine attributed this latter finding to the nature of the numeration task, in which the child reasoned about seriated objects while
imposing a hierarchy on the series.

According to Tremaine, the

analytic properties of syntax for comprehension of speech (and,
presumably, sign language) are similar in that to understand what
is said, the listener (or viewer) must impose a hierarchical structure (syntax) on a series of meaningful units which temporally
unfold.

Differences between operational and non-operational deaf

children on the numeration task were most pronounced for the passive, from-to ( 11 The baby goes from the window to the door 11 ) , possessive x of y ( 11 The plane of the pilot 11 ) , and active structures.
Non-operational deaf students, however, made fewer errors on the
direct object-indirect object structure ( 11 The girl shows the cow
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to the dog") than did their operational deaf counterparts, a relationship which also held true for the conservation and seriation tasks
as well as for those students considered predominantly operational
or non-operational.

Reasons to explain the superiority of non-

operational children on the direct object-indirect object structure
are admittedly speculative, but it is possible that the operational
children were consistently applying a rule, albeit incorrectly,
while the non-operational children were making choices more at
random which, in this case, resulted in more correct answers.
Despite this one exception, it seems clear that deaf and
hearing operational children generally demonstrated greater understanding of English syntactic structures than did deaf and hearing
Researchers (for example, Tremaine, 1975,

non-operational children.

p. 56) offer an explanation for this finding by suggesting that
reaching the concrete operational level influences syntactic development in that new abilities for reordering and reclassifying
units become available.

Through reversibility principles, opera-

tional thought allows the child to consider structures as identical,
even when their parts are regrouped or serially arranged.
Discussion Related to Hypothesis 2
Hypothesis 2 stated that significant differences exist
between deaf children's English syntactic abilities depending on
their language backgrounds.

Both the ASL and MCE groups were

superior to the NCL group, a finding which supports the research of
Brasel and Quigley (1975) dealing with sign language differences.
They found that ASL and MCE groups were superior to children with
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intensive oral practice or with no special method and that the MCE
group held a slight, though statistically insignificant lead over
the ASL group.

While the present study found that the ASL group

was somewhat superior, again to a statistically insignificant degree,
both studies confirmed the importance of a consistent language background.
At first glance, it may seem strange in the present study
that the ASL group outperformed the MCE group in the area of English
syntax, since, presumably, English functions as a first language
for the MCE group and a second language for the ASL group and since
the structure of ASL is very different from that of English (Bellugi,
1980).

When one takes into consideration, however, the differences

in language consistency between children in the ASL and MCE groups,
the better performance of ASL children is not as difficult to
understand.

Deaf children of deaf parents have probably had about

as much exposure to language as hearing children of hearing parents.
But except in a few homes, the exposure is likely to be considerably
less for deaf children of hearing parents.

In many cases, these

parents, as well as siblings, use MCE only to communicate directly
with the deaf child who, for that reason, misses the "eavesdropping"
opportunities afforded to his or her ASL peers.

In addition, be-

cause most hearing parents and siblings learn MCE only after the
birth of the deaf child, they are not as comfortable using it
as are deaf parents and are more likely to communicate only essential
information.
Differences in sign language consistency between the ASL and
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MCE groups call attention to the difficulty of objectively classifying students according to sign language background.

In re-

sponding on the sociolinguistic questionnaire that the child's ·
family signs "very consistently" at home, the teacher may be
using different standards of consistency (that is, consistently
signing directly to the child versus consistently signing in all
conversations) for children with hearing parents than for children
with deaf parents.

A kind of "halo effect" may also be in evidence,

with those children known to have good English syntactic skills
also judged to have consistent sign language input at home.

While

the rather unscientific, yet systematic way in which sign language
background and sign language consistency were determined (through
the use of a questionnaire) may be considered a weakness of this
project, Spragins and Cokely (1980) noted that no quantifiable
methods exist at the present time.

In addition, the very close

agreement between teachers and the children themselves concerning
the degree of sign consistency at home may lend credibility to the
use of the questionnaire to group the children.
One point which bears emphasizing is that the test of English
syntactic comprehension is not synonymous with either expressive
English skills or with linguistic competence in general.

An initial

concern was that a test of English syntax would not adequately
tap the language skills of any group whose primary language was
not English.

The point is well-taken.

Although Tremaine (1975,

p. 48) suggested that when children learning a second language
(English for the ASL group) reach the level of concrete operations,
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comprehension of the syntax of both their native and second language
improves greatly, a test of ASL comprehension may have been able
to discern with more accuracy differences between operational and
non-operational children whose primary language was ASL.

The ad-

ministrative and methodological problems involved, however, precluded
such an undertaking.

Not only would it have been difficult to ad-

minister a test of ASL comprehension which tapped the areas covered
by the test of English comprehension for the MCE group, it would have
been almost impossible to find an equivalent test to give to the NCL
group which, by definition, had no adequate language background.

It

must be admitted, therefore, that the present study had a bias toward
English competence.

While such competence cannot be equated with

general linguistic ability, it serves as the primary focus of most
school programs

for the deaf in the United States and, for that

reason, is of interest in its own right.
Discussion Related to Hypothesis 3
Results related to Hypothesis 3 indicated a limited relationship between sign language background (ASL, MCE, or NCL) and
operational ability.

Classification, seriation, and numeration

were not related to the language background of the child, but
children with ASL backgrounds performed significantly better on
the conservation task.

When Method 2 scoring was used or when

language groups were chosen by the children, however, a significant
relationship was also found for the numeration and classification
tasks (see Appendix I).
At first glance, these results are puzzling.

Finding no
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relationship at all between sign language background and operational
ability would offer support for the Piagetian view (1973, p. 118)
,that a strong language background is not sufficient to assure the
development of operational structures.

Yet, the fact that a sig-

nificant relationship exists between ASL background and conservation
does not allow for unconditional support of Piaget's hypothesis.
Likewise, the fact that no significant relationship was found
between ASL and numeration, for example, or between MCE and any of
the four tasks makes it difficult to accept the view that ASL in
itself or a consistent language background of any kind is the
critical factor in determining operational success.

The picture

is further complicated by results from the Method 2 scoring system
or when language groups were determined by the child; under various
combinations of these conditions, all tasks except seriation were
at some point related to language background.
The very small number of children who were consistently
operational or consistently non-operational from each of the
three language backgrounds made a factorial comparison of these
groups impossible.

Nevertheless, a trend may be seen.

Twenty-

nine percent of both the ASL and MCE groups were predominantly
operati ona 1, with only 15 percent_ -of.. the _NCL-group .: at~.thi.s
level.

None of the ASL group was consistently non-operational,

but 29 percent of the MCE group and 40 percent of the NCL group
were.

Although specifying a general relationship between sign

language background and operational skills is not possible, the
results of this study are consistent with those of Furth (1964,
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1971, 1975) and others, who compared deaf to hearing children.
Children with stronger language backgrounds (hearing children)
often scored somewhat better on cognitive tasks than did children
with weaker language backgrounds (deaf children).

The poorer

performance of children with weaker language backgrounds, however,
was not consistent across tasks and took the form of a delay rather
than clearcut cognitive inferiority.

Similarly, results from the

present study found that those deaf children with stronger sign
language backgrounds (especially ASL) tended to perform better on
cognitive tasks than did deaf children with poorer sign language
backgrounds.

Yet, like Furth 1 s studies comparing deaf to hearing

children, results do not consistently or strongly support the thesis
that language is critical for the development of cognitive structures.
Discussion Related to Hypothesis 4
The fourth hypothesis

found that a relationship exists

between IQ and the conservation, classification, and numeration
tasks and that predominantly operational deaf children had higher
IQs than predominantly non-operational deaf children.
seriation task revealed no relationship to IQ score.

Only the
This finding

may be explained by the fact that 45 of the 50 children for whom
IQ scores were available passed the seriation task.

Because of

this very high success rate, it is not surprising that performance
on the seriation task did not differentiate between children with
higher and lower iQs.
Differences between intelligence tests and operational
tasks deserve some mention.

An intelligence test is designed
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to discriminate children at one-year intervals

and~

for that

reason~

most children experience steady, gradual gains in raw scores until
about the age of 18.

Operational

intelligence~ however~

does not

improve as a linear function of age but follows a pattern of sudden
and rapid improvements followed by a plateau period.

Despite these

differences, the findings of the present study indicating that IQ
is related to operational tasks in deaf children were consistent
with studies of hearing children.

Orpet and Meyers (1970) found

that the picture arrangement task on the Wechsler Scale of Intelligence for Children (WISC) differentiated conserving from nonconserving

children~

and Dudek et al. (1969) found that Piagetian

tasks were highly correlated with

wrsc

subtests :in general.

Discussion Related to Hypothesis 5
Results from testing this hypothesis indicated that age
is related to operational thinking beyond the .02 level of significance for the

conservation~

classification, and seriation

tasks and that predominantly operational children were older
than predominantly non-operational children.

Although the re-

lationship between age and numeration ability was not strong enough
to be statistically significant under Method 1 scoring (the relationship was significant under Method 2 scoringi see Appendix
H), the trend points to an association between these two variables.
The discovery that age was related to operational ability

ts- not surprising.

In Piaget's theory, stages of cognitive

development are characterized as occuring within certain age
boundaries.

While the delay experienced by deaf children in
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reaching the operational stage has been noted by other researchers
(Furth, 1964, 1966, 1971; Oleron and Herren, 1961; Templin, 1967)
and corroborated by the present study, a relationship between
age and operational thinking apparently exists for both hearing
and deaf children.
Discussion Related to Hypothesis 6
Like results from Hypothesis 5, the finding related to
Hypothesis 6 that age was related to syntactic development in deaf
children is not unexpected.

In her study, Tremaine (1975, p. 49)

found that children in the higher grades had better syntactic comprehension skills than children in lower grades.

Despite the existence

of a relationship between age and syntactic development, however,
simple and multiple regression analyses indicated that age was a
relatively poor predictor of syntactic skills in comparison to operational abilities, sign language skills, and sign language background.
Discussion Related to Hypothesis 7
Results from Hypothesis 7 indicated no relationship between
IQ and syntactic comprehension skills in deaf children.

Tremaine

(1975, p. 48) pointed out that mental age should be related to
syntactic comprehension because both improve with chronological
age.

Recognizing differences between the concepts of IQ and mental

age (IQ compares the child to same-age peers while the mental age
score compares him to children at his intellectual level), one
might still expect IQ to be correlated with syntactic comprehension
skills.

That such a relationship did not exist in deaf children

lends credence to the claim of lack of language bias in the per-
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formance scales of the

WISC~R

to hearing impaired children.

and other tests frequently administered
These findings also demonstrate the

relative importance of factors within the parents• control (sign
language consistency at home) in developing syntactic competence
over factors which, arguably, are less within their control (performance IQ scores).

Finally, they offer strong supportive evidence

for the efficacy of looking at intellectual structures within an
operational rather than an IQ framework, at least in relation
to syntactic abilities.

While numeration and seriation skills

together accounted for almost half of the total variability on the
test of syntactic comprehension, IQ alone accounted for less than
six percent.
General Discussion and Implications for Further Research
Kessler (1971) observed that rule stabilization in syntax
and equilibration in Piagetian theory occur in conjunction with
each other, just as results from this study and Tremaine's (1975)
have indicated that syntactic comprehension skills take a leap
forward when the child (even one with a severe sensory deficit)
reaches the level of concrete operattons.

However, Menyuk (1975)

noted the difficulty of assigning cau$ality in the areas of language and cognition.

Even when relationships between the two

areas exist, it is scientifically unjustifiable to claim that
one is a prerequisite for the other.

Both the present research

project and Tremaine•s work were correlational in nature, and
it is not within the scope of these studies to state that the
acquisition of syntactic comprehension skills is the result of
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operational thinking or vice versa,

Nevertheless, the possibility

of such a cause-and-effect relationship cannot be ruled out,
In addition to addressing global questions pertaining to
language acquisition and cognitive development, the present study
has addressed itself to issues specific to the field of deafness.
The not-unexpected result from the multiple regression analysis
that sign consistency at home and the age that the child learned
signs, as well as operational ability, relate to English comprehension skills has important implications for the education of
deaf children and their parents.

The statistically insignificant

superiority of ASL users over MCE users is not great enough to
justify Stokoe's (1974) claim that all deaf children should first
gain competence in ASL and then learn English (and MCE) as a second
language.

Knight's (1979) view that consistency is the key, rather

than a particular language form, seems more on target.

Because

ASL is a difficult language for hearing adults to learn and because the slight superiority in English skills found in ASL users
cannot necessarily be attributed to ASLin itself, this

resea~cher

found no justification for advocating the use of ASL to teach
English syntactic skills.

What is important, however, is some

type of consistent language exposure.

The NCL group had poorer

English skills and tended to lag behind their deaf peers in operational abilities as well.

The possibility that lack of language

input may lead to organismic differences in brain hemispheric
laterality (Kelly and Tomlinson-Keasey, 1977) underscores the
importance of providing the deaf child with as many language-
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related experiences as possible,
Further research in the area of deafness, operational thinking,
and language skills might delve further into the implications of bilingualism.

Tremaine (1975, p. 50) has suggested that English-

speaking children improved in both English and French syntactic
comprehension when they reached the operational level because of
the similarities between the two languages.

Bellugi (1980) has

pointed out that ASL is more like Navajo, Greek, and Russian than
English, and the present study showed that ASL users make syntactic
gains in their non-native language (English) upon the attainment
of concrete operations.

The question remains: What kind of lin-

guistic gains are made in their native language, ASL, and do these
gains parallel in form and extent those made in English comprehension?
Coupled with this research suggestion is the necessity to improve
instruments for studying sign language variations.

Although

ques~

tionnaires and interviews define the current state of the art,
more objective measures should be developed, perhaps through the
use of videotapes, to determine the deaf child's preferred mode
of communication.

Another possibility for further research is to

extend this study to other groups of children with special characteristics.

How do oral deaf children, hearing children from cul-

turally deprived homes, blind children, or learning disabled children perform linguistically when they reach the level of concrete
operations? Are certain aspects of operational intelligence more
specifically related to syntactic comprehension than others for
these and for normal children?
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The present study has not attempted to define whether thought
determines language or whether language determines thought.

Piaget

{1967, p. 98) said that 11 language and thought are linked in a genetic
circle where each necessarily leans on the other in interdependent
formation and continuous reciprocal action 11 , but he went on to
say that language is not a sufficient condition for the construction
of logical operations.

While results from the present study do not

warrant statements of causality, it is clear that when children,
even profoundly deaf children, begin to think operationally, correspond; ng changes occur or have a.l ready occured in their ability
to manipulate language.

CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY

Tremaine (1975) found that bilingual hearing children made
gains in both native and second language comprehension when they
reached the level of concrete operations.

Building on this

finding~

the present study examined the linguistic and cognitive skills of
59 severe-to-profound and profoundly deaf chi 1dren between the
ages of seven and 12.

Through the use of manually coded

English~

students were administered four Piagetian operational tasks in the
areas of

conservation~

cl assi fi cation, seritati'on, and numeration

and a test of syntactic comprehension modeled after Tremaine's.
In

addition~

students and teachers were given a sociolinguisti.c

questionnaire to determine the hearing status of the child's
parents, the age the child learned

signs~

the sign language con-

sistency at home, and other information pertaining to the child's
linguistic background.

Teachers and students showed a high degree

of agreement in their responses to this questionnaire.
Results indicated that operational deaf children performed
significantly better than non-operational deaf children on the
test of syntactic comprehension, although both groups of children
had poorer English skills and a lower rate of operational thinking
than did the much younger hearing students in Tremaine's sample.
A relationship was found between operational thinking, age, and
112
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IQ of the subjects as well as between age and syntactic skills,
but no relationship was indicated between syntactic skills and
IQ.

Students whose parents consistently signed to them, whether

through American Sign Language or manually coded English, showed
greater English syntactic comprehension than did students whose
parents signed less consistently.

The children with more consistent

sign language exposure at home also tended to have more advanced
operational skills, though not to a statistically significant degree.

In both operational level and English syntactic skills, a

s 1i ght advantage was found for those children using American Sign
Language at home rather than manually coded English.

This finding

may be explained by the greater degree of sign consistency likely
to be experienced by those children whose deaf parents use American
Sign Language.

The tendency toward greater operational abilities

in children with more consistent sign language background supports
other research which views language as facilitative but not critical
for the development of cognitive abilities.

Finally, a multiple

regression analysis indicated that more than half of the total
variability on the test of syntactic comprehension could be predicted from success or failure on two of the operational tasks
(numeration and seriation) and the child's overall signing ability,
with age and IQ much less predictive of English proficiency.
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736 Dobson Street
Evanston, Ill~ 60202
November 15, 1981
Mr. and Mrs.

Dear Mr. and Mrs.
I am a doctoral student at Loyola University and am working in the
area of educational psychology, I have spent several years teaching
hearing impaired children, and I am now researching the relationship
between thinking skills and language development in deaf children.
I am writing to ask permission to spend 30 to 45 minutes evaluating
your child 1 s thinking and language skills through the use of a few
games and some pictures. This project has been approved by Mr. John
Shipman, Superintendent of the Wisconsin School for the Deaf, and
Dr. Kenneth Brasel, Principal. I will be evaluating several other
students at the school as well and, of course, all results will be
completely confidential. Testing will be done during school hours,
but only at a time which is acceptable to your child's teacher.
Participation in this project is completely voluntary, with no penalty
whatsoever if you do not choose for your child to participate. If you
are willing, however, for your child to be involved, please send back
the parental permission slip in the enclosed self-addressed, stamped
envelope. If you would like to know the results of the research later
in the spring, check both blanks and I will send you a summary when the
work is completed.
Sincerely,
David Dolman
Doctoral Candidate
Foundations of Education
Loyola University of Chicago
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PARENTAL PERMISSION SLIP
Check
be 1OW:
I give permission for my child to participate in the 30 to 45
- - - mi'nute research project concerning thinking and language skills.
I understand that my child's participation is voluntary, and
that non-participation will not be penalized.
I would
--- work
is

like a summary of the results of this research when
completed in the spring.

S1gnature of Parent or
Guardian
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SOCIOLINGUISTIC QUESTIONNAIRE
Child's Name
Today' s Date

PLEASE CIRCLE THE APPROPRIATE LETTER.
1.

Are this child's parents:
a.
b.
c.

2.

To the best of your knowledge, are any other family members deaf?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

3.

less than 3 years old
3-5 years old
5-10 years old
10-16 years old
has never learned it

Who taught this child to sign?
a.
b.
c.
d.

5.

brother(s) or sister(s)
grandparent(s)
aunt(s) or uncle(s)
other family member(s)
none

How old do you think this child was when he or she learned sign
1anguage?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

4.

both deaf
one hearing, one deaf
both hearing

family
friends
teachers
others

How consistently do you feel that this child's family signs
to him or her at home?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

very consistently
somewhat consistently
inconsistently
almost never
never
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6.

How does this child communicate with friends most frequently?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

7.

How does this child communicate with teachers most frequently?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

8.

predominantly American Sign Language (ASL or Ameslan)
predominantly a form of signed English
signs in no systematic order; neither American Sign
Language nor signed English is predominant
predominantly Rochester method (fingerspelling)
predominantly speech only

How do you think that this child communicates with his or her
parents most frequently?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

9.

predominantly American Sign Language (ASL or Ameslan)
predominantly a form of signed English
signs in no systematic order; neither American Sign
Language nor signed English is predominant
predominantly Rochester method ( fi ngerspe 11 i ng)
predominantly speech only

predominantly American Sign Language (ASL or Ameslan)
predominantly a form of signed English
signs in no systematic order; neither American Sign
Language nor signed English is predominant
predominantly Rochester method ( fi ngerspell i ng)
predominantly speech only

How would you rank this child's overall signing ability-?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

excellent
good
fair
poor
can ' t s i gn
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SCREENING ITEMS

Student's name

------------------

Today's date
Establish a non-threatening atmosphere with the student. Let him
know that you like him and that he will enjoy the tasks you are
presenting to him.
1. Present card #1.
upper 1eft corner)?

Say: How many stars are here (point to

Answer: ------2. Continue with card #1. Say: How many stars are here (point to
lower right corner)?
Answer: -------3. Say: Are more stars here (point to upper left corner), or are
more stars here (point to lower right corner)? Or are they (point
to both corners) the same -- egual?
Answer:
upper left
lower right
equal
4. Present card #2.
upper left corner)?

Say: How many stars are here (point to

Answer: -----5. Continue with card #2. Say: How many stars are here (point
to lower right corner)?
Answer: --------

6. Say: Are more stars here (point to upper left corner), or
are more stars here (point to lower right corner)? Or are they
(point to both corners) the same
egual?
Answer:

- - - - upper
- - - - 1ower
- - - - equal

left
right
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THINKING TASKS
Student•s name
Today •s date
(Say and sign the underlined portions.)
I.
1.

Conservation task
Fill 2 identical cups with approximately equal amounts of water.
Say: !rna ine that ou are ver thirst . You reall want some
water. Does this cu have more water point to cup) or does
this cu have more water point to other cup), or do you feel
they are the same equal)? Continue to adjust the water in cups
until the child agrees they are the same.
After adjustment, does the child agree that the cups have the
same amount of water?
Yes

2.

No

Say: Now, watch me. I will pour this cup into this (point to
bowl). Pour the water into the bowl. Say: Imagine now that you
are ver thirst and ou reall want some water. Does this have
more water point to cup or does this have more water point to
bowl), or are they the same (equal)?
Answer:

II.

Classification task

1.

Spread the 10 pictures out.

Ask:

How many birds can you find?

Answer:

2.

Ask:

How many white animals can you find?
Answer:

3.

Say: Do ou see more
Or are they the same
Answer:

ou see more white animals?
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4.

Spread all the pictures out.

Ask:

How many animals are here?

Answer:
5.

Say:

Do

ou see more

animals, or do

ou see more animals?

~O~r~a~r~e~t~h~ey~t~h~e~s~am~e~~~~?

Answer:
6.

Answer:
III.
1.

Seriation task
Say: Watch me. I
10 slats (numbered
staircase and say:
too. If the child

will make some stairs. Take the first set of
1-10) and make a staircase. Then break up the
Now you do the same. You make some stairs,
does this correctly, go to item 8 below.
Right
Wrong

2.

If the child can't seriate (put in order) the 10 slats, let him
seriate the 5 largest (numbered 1-5). Say: Now make some stairs
for me.
Right
Wrong

3.

IF THE CHILD CAN'T SERIATE 5, DISCONTINUE THE EXPERIMENT.
GO ON TO SECTION IV.

DO NOT

4.

If the child correctly seriates 5, break up the staircase and give
him 7 slats to seriate.
Right
Wrong

5.

IF THE CHILD CAN'T SERIATE 7, DISCONTINUE THE EXPERIMENT.
GO ON TO SECTION IV.

DO NOT
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6.

If the child correctly seriates 7, break up the staircase and
give him 10 slats to seriate.
Right
Wrong

7.

IF THE CHILD CAN'T SERIATE 10,
NOT GO ON TO SECTION IV.

DISCONTINUE THE EXPERIMENT.

DO

8.

If the child correctly seriates 10 slats, produce the second set
of 9 slats and say: We want to make very long stairs now. Put
the new stairs in the right place with the old stairs. If the
child doesn't understand that the slats should be put in between
the original ones, you can say: Make some very long stairs.
Put the new stairs between the old stairs ... Imagine that you
forgot the new stairs. Now put them in the right place to make
some very long stairs.
Right
Wrong

9.

IF THE CHILD CAN'T DO #8 CORRECTLY, STOP!
SECTION IV.

DO NOT GO ON TO

IV.

Numeration task

1.

Place the correctly seriated set of 10 slats
child and produce the plastic fjgure. Say:
wants to go here (point to first stair; then
woman) to the first stair). How many stairs

in front of the
The man (or woman)
move the man (or
will he climb?

Right
Wrong
2.

Put the figure back on the ground. Say: Now the man (or
woman) wants to go here (point to the second stair; then move
the figure to the second stair). Say: How many stairs will
he climb? Place the plastic figure on the thi~d stair and
follow the same procedure; continue to the tenth stair.
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10

Right:
Wrong:
3.

IF THE CHILD FAILS 6 OR MORE ITEMS ON #2, DISCONTINUE THE
EXPERIMENT.
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4.

Break up the staircase so that the slats are disarranged on
the table.
as before.
the second
Right

Answers without rebuilding

Wrong - - - (What was
answer?)

Rebuilds to 2
Rebuilds beyond 2

5.

If the child answers wrong without rebuilding, suggest rebuilding the staircase. Say: How can you find the answer?
Put the stairs together again. See if you can find the answer.
Right

Answers without rebuilding

Wrong - - - (What was
answer?)

Rebuilds to 2
Rebuilds beyond 2

6.

7.

Break up the staircase if the child has rebuilt it. Say:
The man wants to go here (point to fifth stair). How many stairs
will he climb? (answer is 5)
Right

Answers without rebuilding

Wrong ___ (What was
answer?)

Rebuilds to 5
Rebuilds beyond 5

If the child answers wrong without rebuilding, suggest rebuilding
the staircase. Say: How can you find the answer? Put the
stairs together again. See if you can find the answer.
Answers without rebuilding

Right
Wrong

(What was
answer?)

Rebuilds to 5
Rebuilds beyond 5

8.

IF THE CHILD FAILS BOTH #5 AND #7, DISCONTINUE THE EXPERIMENT.

9.

Break up the staircase if the child has rebuilt it. Put the man
on the second stair. Say: The man is on this stair (point to
the second stair). He wants to go to the top. How many stairs
will he climb? (answer is 8)
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Right
Wrong

Subtracts mentally
(What was
answer?)

Seems to count the
disarranged slats
Rebuilds again and
appears to count

10.

Break up the staircase if the child has rebuilt it. Put the man
on the fifth stair. Say: The man is on this stair (point to
the fifth stair). He wants to go to the top. How many stairs
will he climb? (answer is 5)
Right

Subtracts mentally

Wrong - - - (What was
answer?)

Seems to count the
disarranged slats
Rebuilds again and
appears to count
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GRAMMAR TEST
Student's name
Grade

Age
School

Picture chosen
1

1.

They write.

2.

She sees him.

3.

They open the window.

4.

The grandfather.

5.

Their dog.

6.

He buys a ticket.

7.

The girl.

8.

He pushes her.

9.

He is eating.

10.

His dog.

11.

The boy.

12.

He bought a ticket.

13.

Their ball.

14.

The dog.

15.

He will buy a ticket.

16.

He opens the window.

17.

He writes .

18.

The books.

2

3
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1

19.

He pushes him.

20.

He ate.

21.

He wi 11 eat.

22.

The grandmother.

23.

The dogs.

24.

She sees her.

25.

The book.

26.

His ball.

27.

The baby on the table
eats the cake.

28.

The black ball is bigger
than the white ball.

29.

The boy hits the ball.

30.

The cat scares the bird
which is on the chair.

31.

The car is longer than
the truck.

32.

The baby sees the girl.

33.

The baby gives the ball
for the dog to the cat.

34.

The girl is seen by the
baby.

35.

The dog with a big ball.

36.

The big cat with a bird.

37.

The boys see each other.

38.

The pilot of the plane.

Picture chosen
2

3
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Picture chosen
1
~9.

The white ball is bigger
than the black ball.

40.

The castle of the king.

41.

The girl brings the ball
for the mother to the
baby.

42.

The baby goes from the
window to the door.

43.

The mother brings the
dog to the boy.

44.

The girl shows the cow
to the dog.

45.

The plane of the pilot.

46.

The baby eats the cake
which is on the table.

47.

The ball hits the boy.

48.

The boy shows the cat
the bird.

49.

The girl brings the ball for
the baby to the mother.

50.

The boys see themselves.

51.

The girl gives the ball
to the baby.

52.

The big dog with a ba 11.

53.

The cat jumps from the
table to the floor.

54.

The ba 11 is hit by the
boy.

2

3
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Picture chosen
1

55.

The baby gives the ball
for the cat to the dog.

56.

The girls see each other.

57.

The baby goes from the
door to the window.

58.

The cat with a big bird.

59.

The boy brings the cat
to the mouse.

60.

The girl sees the baby.

61.

The cat on the chair
scares the bird.

62.

The king of the castle.

63.

The cat jumps from the
floor to the table.

64.

The girl shows the dog
to the cow.

65.

The truck is longer
than the car.

66.

The baby is seen by
the girl.

67.

The baby gives the ball
to the girl.

68.

The boy shows the bird
the cat.

69.

The boy is hit by the ball.

70.

The boy brings the dog
to the mother.

2

3

1~

Picture chosen
1

71.

The girls see themselves.

72.

The boy brings the mouse
to the cat.

1.

The truck pushes the car.
a. The car is pushed by the truck.
b. The truck is pushed by the car.

2.

The ball which is white is near the dog.
a. The white ball is near the dog.
b. The ball is near the white dog.

3.

The cat has a ball which is black.
a. The black cat has a ball.
b. The cat has a black ball.

4.

The car is pushed by the truck.
a. The truck pushes the car.
b. The car pushes the truck.

5.

The boy pushes the girl.
a. The boy pushes her.
b. The boy pushes him.

6.

The boy hits the ball.
a. The ball is hit by the boy.
b. The boy is hit by the ball.

7.

I see the mother of the boy.
a. I see the mother.
b. I see the boy.

8.

The boy is hit by the ball.
a. The boy hits the ball.
b. The ball hits the boy.

9.

I see the friend of the girl.
a. I see the girl.
b. I see the friend.

10.

The boy sees the flower.
a. The boy sees it.
b. The boy sees her.

2

3
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Student's name

------

Test date -----..,...--TEST OF GRAMMATICAL UNDERSTANDING -- DAVE DOLMAN
Inflectional Category

Example

1• Verb tense

He wi 11 eat.

2. Pronoun direct object gender.

She sees him.

3. Verb person/number

He writes.

4. Possessive adjE!c..;
tive/nunber

Their ball.

5. Noun gender

The grandmother.

6. Noun number

The books.

Syntactic Structure

Example

l. Active

The baby sees the
girl.

2. Passive

The ball is hit by
the boy.

3. Reflexi ve/reci proca 1 The boys see themselves.

4. Subject/indirect
object

The baby gives the
ball to the girl.

5. Di rect/i ndi rect
object

The girl shows the
cow to the dog.

5a. Direct/indirect
object inversion

The boy shows the
cat the bird.

6. From-to

The baby goes from the
window to the door.

7. For-to

The baby gives the ball
for the dog to the cat.

8. Noun/adjective

The dog with a big ball.

Right Wrong

Right Wrong

233

9, Companative adjective The truck is longer
than the car.
10. Relative clause

The baby eats the cake
which is on the table.

11. Possessive x of y

The pilot of the plane.

Syntactic Variant

Example

1, Active/passive

The boy hits the ball.
-The ball is hit by the
boy.
-The boy is hit by the
ball,

2. Passive/active

The boy is hit by the
ball.
-The boy hits the ball.
-The ball hits the boy.

3. Relative clause/
adjective

The cat has a ball which
is black.
-The black cat has a
ball.
-The cat has a black
ball.

4. Possessive noun
phrase/noun phrase

I see the castle of the
king.
-I see the castle.
-I see the king.

5. Noun phrase/object
pronoun (direct)

The boy sees the flower.
-The boy sees her.
-The boy sees it.

Right Wrong
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736 Dobson Street
Evanston, IL 60202
June 1, 1982

Dear Parent:
You may remember that last fall you gave permission for your
child to participate in a research study through Loyola University
of Chicago, and you requested to know the results.
Fifty-nine deaf children were tested, and your child's teacher
was sent an analysis of his or her grammatical strengths and weaknesses. In general, we found that deaf children with more advanced
thinking skills (called concrete operational) had a better understanding
of English grammar than deaf children with less advanced thinking
skills (called pre-operational). The deaf children in our study
lagged behind most hearing children, however, in thei:r overall
grammar skills and in the age they reached the more advanced level
of thinking. We also found that chi 1dren whose parents signed to
them consistently had a better understanding of English grammar than
those who did not.
Thanks for allowing your child to participate in this study.
Your cooperation has been much appreciated.
Sincerely,

David Dolman
Doctoral Candidate
Foundations of Education
Loyola University of Chicago
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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SYNTACTIC
DEVELOPMENT AND CONCRETE OPERATIONS IN
DEAF CHILDREN: SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
by Dave Dolman
Tremaine (1975) found that bilingual hearing children made
gains in both native and second language comprehension when they
reached the level of concrete operations.

Building on this finding,

the present study examined the linguistic and cognitive skills of
59 severe-to-profound and profoundly deaf children between the ages
of seven and 12.

Through the use of manually coded English, students

were administered four Piagetian operational tasks in the areas of
conservation, classification, seriation, and numeration and a test
of syntactic comprehension modeled after Tremaine's.

In addition,

students and teachers were given a sociolinguistic questionnaire
to determine the hearing status of the child's parents, the age
the child learned the signs, the sign language consistency at home,
and other information pertaining to the child's linguistic background.

Teachers and students showed a high degree of agreement

in their responses to this questionnaire.
Results indicated that operation a1 deaf children performed
significantly better than non-operational deaf children on the
test of syntactic comprehension, although both groups of children
had poorer English skills and a lower rate of operational thinking
than did the much younger hearing students in Tremaine's sample.
A relationship was found between operational thinking, age, and
IQ of the subjects as well as between age and syntactic skills,

237

but no relationship was indicated between syntactic skills and IQ.
Students whose parents consistently signed to them, whether through
American Sign Language or manually coded English, showed greater
English syntactic comprehension than did students whose parents
signed less consistently.

The children with more consistent sign

language exposure at home also tended to have more advanced operational
skills, though not to a statistically significant degree.

In both

operational level and English syntactic skills, a slight advantage
was found for those children using American Sign Language at home
rather than manually coded English.

This finding may be explained

by the greater degree of sign consistency likely to be experienced
by those deaf children whose parents (all of whom are deaf) use
American Sign Language.. This tendency toward greater operation a1
abilities in children with more consistent sign language background
supports other research which views language as facilitative but
not cri ti ca 1 for the deve 1opment of cognitive abi li ties.

Finally,

a multiple regression analysis indicated that more than half of
the total variability on the test of syntactic comprehension could
be predicted from success or failure on two of the operational tasks
(numeration and seriation) and the child's overall signing ability,
with age and IQ figuring as much poorer predictors of English skills.

Tremaine, R.
D. C.:

Syntax and Piagetian operational thought.
Georgetown University Press, 1975.

Washington,
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METHODS 1 AND 2 SCORING SYSTEMS FOR OPERATIONAL TASKS
Method 1 Scoring
1.

Conservation- all items must be answered correctly.

2.

Classification - #3, 5, and 6 must be answered correctly.

3.

Seriation - #1 and 8 must be answered correctly.

4.

Numeration - no more than one incorrect response is acceptable
for #1-8; #9 and 10 must both be answered correctly by subtracting
mentally, rather than counting or rebuilding.
Method 2 Scoring

1.

Conservation1. +3 points
2. +3 points

2.

Classification 1. +1 point
2. +1 point
3. +1 point
4. +1 point
S. +1 point
6. +1 point

3.

Seriation 1. or 6. +3 points
2. +1 point
4. +1 point
8. +3 points

4.

Numeration 1. +1 point
2. +1 point
4. or 5. +1 point if the child does not rebuild beyond 2.
6. or 7. +1 point if the child does not rebuild beyond 5.
9. +1 point if the child subtracts mentally rather than counting
or reb uil di ng.
. 10. +1 if the child subtracts mentally rather than counting or
rebuilding.
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Results Related to Hypothesis 2: Analysis of Variance for the Total
Score on the Test of Syntactic Comprehension in Relation to the Child•s
Sign Language Background (ASL, MCE, or NCL) according to the Child
(n=46)
Source

d.f.

s.s.

M.S.

F.
3.44

Between

2

454.47

227.23

Within

43

2840.94

66.07

.0412

242

Results Related to Hypothesis 2: Tukey's HSD Tests for Differences
among ASL, MCE, and NCL Groups, according to the Child (n=46), in the
Total Score on the Test of Syntactic Comprehension
Mean Difference
ASL/MCE groups

66.14

63.61 = 2.53

n.s.

ASL/NCL groups

66.14

58.24 = 7.90

n. s.

MCE/NCL groups

63.61 - 58.24 = 5.37

n .s.
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Results Related to Hypothesis 3: Analysis of Variance for Operational
Tasks (Method 2 Scoring) in Relation to the Child's Language Background
(ASL, MCE, or NCL), according to the Teacher (n=44)
Source

d. f.

s.s.

M.S.

F.

~

Conservation
Between

2

20.17

10.09

Within

41

78.01

1. 90

2

2.36

1.18

41

66.43

1.62

2

1.60

.80

41

52.83

1.29

2

24.43

12.22

41

140.75

3.43

5.30

.0090

.73

.4884

.62

.5426

3.56

.0376

Classification
Between
Within
Seriation
Between
Within
Numeration
Between
Within
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Results Related to Hypothesis 3: Analysis of Variance for Operational
Tasks (Method 1 Scoring) in Relation to the Child's Language Background
(ASL, MCE, or NCL), according to the Child (n=46)
Source

d. f.

s .s.

M.S.

F.

~

3.25

.0483

1. 91

.1607

.53

.5921

1.32

.2776

Conservation
Between

2

1.44

.72

Within

43

9.52

.22

Between

2

.89

.45

Within

43

10.06

.23

Between

2

.11

.05

Within

43

4.35

.10

2

.58

.29

43

9.52

.22

Classification

Seriation

Numeration
Between
Within
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Results Related to Hypothesis 3: Analysis of Variance for Operational
Tasks (Method 2 Scoring) in Relation to the Child's Language Background
(ASL, MCE, or NCL), according to the Child (n=46)

s.s.

M.S.

F.

~

2

12.97

6,48

3.25

.0483

43

85.64

1.99

2

9.19

4.59

3.11

.0545

43

63.42

1.47

Between

2

1.48

. 74

.60

.5547

Within

43

53.24

1.24

Between

2

17.44

8.72

2.80

.0717

Within

43

133.78

3.11

Source

d. f.

Conservation
Between
Within
Classification
Between
Within
Seriation

Numeration
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Results Related to Hypothesis 3: Tukey's HSD Tests for Differences
among ASL, MCE, and NCL Groups, according to the Teacher (n=44), on the
Conservation and Numeration Tasks under Method 2 Scoring
Mean Difference

~

Conservation
ASL/MCE groups

6.00

4. 77 = 1.23

n. s.

ASL/NCL groups

6.00

4.05 = 1.95

<.01

MCE/NCL groups

4.77

4.05 = .72

n .s.

ASL/r1CE groups

5.43

4.47 = .96

n.s.

ASL/NCL groups

5.43

3.40 = 2.03

<.05

MCE/NCL groups

4.47

3.40 = 1.07

n .s.

Numeration
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Results Related to Hypothesis 3: Tukey's HSD Tests for Differences
among ASL, MCE, and NCL Groups, according to the Child (n=46), on the
Conservation and Classification Tasks under Method 2 Scoring
Mean Difference

~

Conservation
ASL/MCE groups

6.00

4.83 = 1.17

n.s.

ASL/NCL groups

6.00

4.43 = 1.57

<.05

MCE/NCL groups

4.83

4.43 = .40

n .s.

ASL/MCE groups

5.00

5.72 = -.72

n. s.

ASL/NCL groups

5.00

4.76 = .24

n .s.

MCE/NCL groups

5.72

4.76 = .96

n.s.

Classification
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Results Related to Hypothesis 4: The Relationship between IQ and
Operational Ability under Method 2 Scoring (n=50)
Correlation Coefficient

~

Conservation

.461

.0008

Classification

.265

.063

Seriation

.123

.394

Numeration

.315

.026
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Results Related to Hypothesis 5: The Relationship between Age and
Operational Ability under Method 2 Scoring (n=59)
Correlation Coefficient

~

Conservation

.552

.0001

Classification

.402

.004

Seriation -

.562

.0001

Numeration

.630

.0001
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Stepwise Multiple Regression Analysis for the Best Predictors of the
Total Score on the Test of Syntactic Comprehension (Method 2 Scoring
System, Teacher-reported Information)
J3 Value

R2

1. 781

.366

-3.541

.437

1.478

.446

.681

.450

3.092

.455

Age

- .035

.459

Classification

- . 538

.462

Age Child Learned Signs,
Teacher Report

.660

.465

IQ

.028

.467

- .251

.468

Variable
Numeration
Overall Signing Ability
Seriation
Conservation
Parents• Hearing Status

Sign Consistency at Hqme,
Teacher Report
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Stepwise Multiple Regression Analysis for the Best Predictors of the
Total Score on the Test of Syntactic Comprehension (Method 1 Scoring
System, Child-reported Information)
.J3 Value

R2

Numeration

-8.125

.370

Overall Signing Ability

-2.627

.479

Seriation

-6.534

.540

3.007

.545

- .812

.551

.022

.556

1.211

.559

-1.058

.561

IQ

.014

.561

Age Child Learned Signs,
Child Report

.078

.561

Variable

Parents' Hearing Status
Sign Consistency at Home,
Child Report
Age
Classification
Conservation
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Stepwise Multiple Regression Analysis for the Best Predictors of the
Total Score on the Test of Syntactic Comprehension (Method 2 Scoring
System, Child-reported Information)
Variable
Numeration

.B Value

1.687

.366

Overall Signing Ability

-2.897

.437

Age Child Learned Signs,
Child Report

- .901

.448

Seriation

1.398

.458

Parents' Hearing Status

4.002

.465

IQ

.046

.473

Conservation

.583

.475

Classification

- .449

.477

Sign Consistency at Home,
Child Report

- .342

.478

Age

- .015

.479

APPENDIX
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J

254

Scores on the Four Operational Tasks for All Subjects, according· to the
Method 1 Scoring System
(0 =Operational; N =Non-operational)
Subject

Conservation

Classification

1
2
3

0
0
0
0
N
0
N
0
N
0

N
0
N
0
0
0
0
0
0

**12
13
**14
*15
16
*17
18
19
**20

Seriation

Numeration

N

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
N
0
N
0
0
N
0
N
0

0
N
0
N
0
0
0
0
0
N

0
N
N
N
0
N
0
0
0
N

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
N

N
N
N
N
0
0
0
N
N
N

**21
**22
23
24
25
26
27
*28
29
**30

N
N
N
0
N
N
N
0
0
N

N
N
0
0
0
0
0
0
N
N

N
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
0
N
N

31
**32
**33
34
**35

N
N
N
0
N

N
N
N
0
N

0
0
N
0
0

0
N
N
N
N

4

5
* 6
7
* 8
9
10
11

255

Subject

Conservation

Classification

**36
37
38
39
*40

N
0
0
0
0

N
0
0
0
0

N
0
0
0
0

N
N
N
N
0

**41
42
43
44
*45
*46
47
**48
*49
50

N
0
N
0
0

N
0
N
N
0
0
0

N
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

N
N
0
N
0
0
N

51
*52
*53
**54
*55
56
57
58
**59
TOTAL
OPERATIONAL

0

0
N

N

0
0

0

N

0
0
0

0
0
N
0
N
0
0
N

34

N

Seriation

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0

N

N

0
0

N

N
34

*considered predominantly operational
**considered predominantly non-operational

53

Numeration

N

0
N

0
0
0
N
0
N
N
N

N
20
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